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PREFACE 
The present dissertation entitled' On derivations in rings with involution ' con-
taining the results obtained by various researchers on derivations in rings with in-
volution, has been prepared under inspiring guidance of Dr. Shakir Ali, Assistant 
Professor, Department of Mathematics, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh. 
Let R be an associative ring. A mapping * : R —)• R is called an involu-
tion if it satisfies the following properties: {i) {x + y)* = x* + y*, (ii) (xy)* = 
y*x* and [Hi) (x*)* — x for all x,y E R. The ring equipped with an involution '*' is 
called a '*'-ring or ring with involution. The study of derivations in rings with invo-
lution started about thirty years ago. In the year 1982, Herstein proved that a prime 
ring with involution of characteristic different from 2 must be commutative or an 
order in a 4-dimensional simple algebra if [d{x), d{y)] — 0 for all symmetric elements 
x,y E R. Since then the subject has been attracting a wide circle of algebraists. To 
mention a few; M. Bresar, C. M. Chang, J. C. Chang, C. L. Chuang, C. Lanski, P. H. 
Lee, T. K. Lee, J. S. Lin, W. S. Martindale III, J. Vukman, B. Zalar and many others. 
The objective of this dissertation is to collect and arrange some of the research 
works on derivation in rings with involution during the past few decades. This ex-
position consists of four chapters. Chapter 1 contains preliminary notions, basic 
definitions and some important results which we need in the development of the 
subject matter in the subsequent chapters. Each chapter is subdivided into various 
sections. The definitions, examples and results etcetera have been specified with 
double decimal numbering. The first figure denotes the chapter, second represents 
the section and third points out the number of definition, example, remark, lennna, 
theorem as the case may be in a particular chapter. For example Theorem 3.3.1 
refers to the first theorem appearing in the third section of the third chapter. 
Chapter 2 is devoted to the study of derivations and '*'-derivations in prime 
rings with involution. This chapter includes results from Chang [29], Lee [57], Lin 
[58] etcetera. Let i? be a ring with involution and d be a derivation of R. A 
derivation d is called a '*'-derivation (resp. skew '*'-derivation) of R if d{x*) = 
(i(x)*(resp. d{x*) = -d{x)*) holds for all x £ R. Section 2.2 opens with the notion 
of '*'-derivation & skew '*'-derivation in rings with involution and subsequently it is 
shown that if a prime ring R of characteristic different from 2 with involution admits 
a nonzero skew '*'-derivation such that d{s)d{t) = -d{t)d{s) for all s,t e S, then R 
is an order in a 4-dimensional simple algebra. Section 2.3 includes some results due 
to Lee [57] which extends the results of Herstein [41] and Lee & Lee [55]. In the last 
section a generaUzation of a well-known result due to Lin [58] for prime rings with 
involution has been presented. 
Chapter 3 deals with the study of {a, /3)-derivations and (a, /5)*-derivations 
(where a and P are endomorphisms of R) in prime and semiprime rings with invo-
lution. Section 3.2 begins with a famous result due to Herstein [39] which states 
that if a prime ring R with involution admits a nonzero derivation d such that 
d{S) C Z{R) (where S is the set of symmetric elements in R), then R satisfies 
54, the standard identity of degree 4. Further, besides presenting extension of this 
result for skew-symmetric case, it has also been shown that Herstein's theorem is 
true for certain well behaved subset, of the ring with involution. In Section 3.3 some 
results due to Ashraf & Shakir [9] based on commutativity of prime and semiprime 
'*'-rings admitting (a, /3)*-derivations are given. Finally, in Section 3.4 the concepts 
of Jordan (a, /3)*-derivation and Jordan triple (a, /?)*-derivation have been given 
and various conditions under which every Jordan triple (a, /3)*-derivation becomes 
Jordan (a, /?)*-derivation are discussed. 
Chapter 4 is based on the study of centralizing and commuting derivations in 
cr-prime rings. Most of the results of this chapter are based mainly on the works of 
Eraser [21], Mayne [65], [66], [67], [68], Park k Jung [76], Posner [77], Oukhtite & 
Salhi [71], [73], [74] etcetera. Section 4.2 opens with a classical result due to Posner 
(Posner's second theorem) regarding centralizing derivations in prime rings which 
states that if a prime ring R admits a non-trivial centralizing derivation, then the 
ring must be commutative. Further, extension of Posner's theorem in the setting 
of cr-prime rings has been presented. In Section 4.3 some results regarding comnm-
tativity of cr-prime rings which admits a derivation d satisfying certain differential 
identities have been discussed. 
In each chapter suitable examples are provided at proper places to illustrate 
that the restrictions imposed on the hypotheses of tlie various results were not su-
perfluous. 
At the end, an extensive bibliography of the existing literature related to the 
subject matter of the dissertation is included. 
CHAPTER-01 
PRELIMINARIES 
§ 1.1 INTRODUCTION 
The object of this chapter is to introduce some basic definitions, preUminary 
notions and some fundamental results which we shall require for the development of 
the subject matter in the subsequent chapters. Of course, knowledge of some basic 
concepts such as groups, rings, fields and homomorphisms etcetera have been pre-
assumed. We have used the following literatures for the material presented in this 
chapter viz., Herstein [43], [44], [45], Jacobson [47], [48], Knus et al. [49], Lambek 
[50], McCoy [69] and Rowen [78] etc. 
§ 1.2 SOME ELEMENTARY CONCEPTS OF RINGS 
In the present section we shall give a brief exposition of some important termi-
nologies in ring theory. Throughout this desertation, unless otherwise mentioned, 
R will denote an associative ring having at least two elements. For the sake of con-
venience, the product a.b of any two elements a and b oi B will be denoted by ab. 
Definition 1.2.1 (Ideal). Let Rhe a ring. An additive subgroup / of i? is said to 
be a left (resp. right) ideal of R, if ra e I { resp. ar G I) for a\\ a E I, r e R. I is 
said to be an ideal of R if it is a left as well as a right ideal of R. 
Example 1.2.1. Let i? = | ( " ^ j \a,b,c,de z \ . 
Then - ^ i ^ i l n 0 j l ^ ' ^ ^ - ^ f i s a right ideal of R but not a left ideal of R, 
and 72 = <|( „ j | a , 6 € ^ | ' i s a left ideal of R but not a right ideal of R. 
Definition 1.2.2 ( Prime Ideal). An ideal F in a ring R is said to be a prime ideal 
if for any two ideals A and B oi R, AB C P implies ACPoiBCP. 
Remarke 1.2.1. Equivalently, an ideal P in a ring R is prime if and only if any 
one of the following holds: 
(i) lia,beR such that aRb C P, then a e P or b e P. 
(ii) If (a) and (b) are principle ideals in R such that (a) (6) C P, then a e P or b e 
P. 
{Hi) If U and V are left (right) ideals such that UV C P, then U C P or V C P. 
Definition 1.2.3 (Prime Ring). A ring R is said to be prime ring if and only if 
the zero ideal of /? is a prime ideal in R. 
Remark 1.2.2.. A ring P is a prime ring if and only if the following conditions 
hold: 
(i) If vl and S are ideals hi R such that AB = (0), then A = (0) or B = (0). 
{ii) If a, 6 € P, aRb = (0), then a = 0 or 6 = 0. 
Definition 1.2.4 (Semiprime Ideal). An ideal Q in a ring R is said to be a 
semiprime ideal in P if for every ideal A of R, A^ C Q implies ACQ. 
Remark 1.2.3. 
(^ ) A prime ideal is necessarily a semiprime ideal but the converse need not be 
true in general. 
(ii) The intersection of any set of semiprime ideals is semiprime. In the ring Z of 
integers, ideal (2) fl (3)=(6) is semiprime which is not prime. 
Definition 1.2.5 (Nilpotent Element). An element a of a ring R is said to be 
nilpotent if tliere exists a positive integer n sucli that a" = 0, sucli a least positive 
integer is called index of nilpotency of a. 
Remark 1.2.4. It is trivial that the zero of a ring is nilpotent. Moreover, every 
nilpotent element is necessarily a divisor of zero. For if a 7^  0 and n is the smallest 
positive integer such that a" = 0, then n> 1 and a{a"-~^) — 0 with a"~^ 7^  0. 
Definition 1.2.6 (Nilpotent Ideal). An ideal 7 of a ring R is said to be a 
nilpotent ideal if there exists a positive integer n > 1 such that 7" = (0). 
Definition 1.2.7 (Nil Ideal). An ideal / of a ring R is said to be a nil ideal if 
every element of / is nilpotent. 
Example 1.2.2. Let M be the ring of 2 x 2 upper triangular matrices over integers. 
Consider the ideal 7 of M generated by ( j . Then, 7 is nilpotent and also, nil 
ideal. 
Remark 1.2.5. 
(z) If every element of a ring R is nilpotent, then 7? itself is called a nil ring, 
(n) Every nilpotent ideal is nil but a nil ideal need not be necessarily be nilpotent. 
Counterexample 1.2.3. Let 7? = ® ^  Z/{p'), i = 1,2,3,..., be the direct sum of 
the rings Z/{p^), p is prime. Then R contains nonzero nilpotent elements, such as 
(0 + (p), p+ip'^), 0+{p^),...). Let 7 be the set of all nilpotent elements. Then 7 is 
an ideal in R because 7? is commutative. So 7 is a nil ideal. But 7 is not nilpotent, 
for if I'' = (0) for some positive integer fc > 1, then the element 
x = {0 + (p), 0 + (p2),..., 0 + ( / ) , p + (p'^+i), 0 + {p'+^),...) 
is nilpotent, so it belongs to 7. But x*^  7^  0, a contradiction. So 7 is not nilpotent. 
Definition 1.2.8 (Semiprime ring). A ring R which has no nonzero nilpotent 
ideals is said to be a semiprime ring. 
Remark 1.2.6. 
(z) A ring R is semiprime if and only if for any nonzero element a G R,aRa = {0), 
imphes that a = 0. 
(a) A commutative ring R is semiprime ring if and only if it has no nonzero nilpo-
tent elements. 
Definition 1.2.9 (Commutator Ideal). An ideal of a ring R generated by all the 
commutators [x,y] with x,y e Ris called the commutator ideal of R. 
Definition 1.2.10 (Maximal Ideal). An ideal M in a ring R is called a maximal 
ideal of R if M ^ R, and if for any ideal / of R such that M C / C R, then either 
I = M o r / = R. 
Remark 1.2.7. Every maximal ideal in a commutative ring R with identity is 
prime. However, the converse is not true in general. 
Counterex£imple 1.2.4. In the ring Z of integers, the ideal (0) is prime but (0) 
ideal is not maximal, because (0) C (2) C Z. 
The identity in the ring R is essential for the validity of the above remark. 
Counterexample 1.2.5. The ideal (4) in E, the ring of even integers is a maximal 
ideal but not prime as 2.2 G (4) but 2 ^ (4). 
Definition 1.2.11 (Simple Ring). A ring R with more than one element is said 
to be a simple ring if its only ideals are the two trivial ideals namely, (0) and (R). 
Remark 1.2.8. 
(z) For a simple ring, the condition R"^ / (0) is equivalent to the condition R'^ = R. 
(ii) A division ring is necessarily simple but not conversely. In fact, if D is a divi-
sion ring then complete matrix ring D„ for a positive integer n is simple which 
of course, is not a division ring. 
Definition 1.2.12 (Center of a ring). The center Z(R) of a ring R is the collection 
of all those elements of R which commute with each element of R that is, 
Z{R) = {x e R \ xy = yx for all y G R}. 
Thus a ring R is commutative if and only if Z{R) — R. 
Remarke 1.2.9. 
(z) The center of a prime ring is free from zero divisor. 
(ii) The center of a semiprime ring contains no nonzero nilpotent elements. 
Definition 1.2.13 (Centralizer). Let 5 be a nonempty subset of R. Then cen-
tralizer of 5 in i? is defined by 
CR{S) — {a e R \ xa = ax for all x E S}. 
Ii a e CR{S), then we say that a centralizes S. 
Definition 1.2.14 (Annihilator). If M is a subset of a commutative ring R, then 
the annihilator of M, denoted by Ann{M) is the set of all elements r of i? such that 
rm = 0 for all m e R. Thus Ann{M) = {r e R\rm = Q for all m e A/}. 
Definition 1.2.15 (Characteristic of a ring). If there exists a positive integer 
n such that na = 0 for every element a of the ring R, the smallest such positive 
integer is called the characteristic of R and is generally expressed as char(i?) = n. 
If no such positive integer exists, R is said to have characteristic zero. 
Remark 1.2.10. 
(z) Obviously, if char(i?) ^ m, then mx = 0 for some x e R impUes that x — 0. 
(ii) The chareicteristic of an integral domain is either zero or a prime. 
Definition 1.2.16 (Torsion free element). An element x E R is said to be n-
torsion free if nx = 0 implies x = 0. 
If nx = 0 imphes x = 0 for every x £ i?, we say that the ring R is n-torsion 
free. 
Definition 1.2.17. Given any associative ring R, using its operations one can 
introduce two new operations in /? as follows: 
(i) for all x,y £ R, the Lie product [x, y] = xy — yx. 
{ii) for all X, y G R, the Jordan product xoy = xy + yx. 
Remark 1.2.11. For any x,y,z G R, the following identities are obvious: 
(0 [xy,z] ^x[y,z] + [x,z]y. 
{ii) [x,yz] = [x,y]z + y[x,z]. 
{Hi) [[x, y], z]] + [[y, z],x]] + [[z, x], y]] = 0. (Jacobi's Identity) 
{iv) xo{yz) = {xoy)z - y[x, z] = y{xoz) + [x, y]z. 
{v) {xoy)z = x{yoz) - [x, z\y = {xoz)y + x[y, z\. 
Definition 1.2.18 (Lie (Jordan) Subring). A nonempty subset A of i? is said 
to be a Lie (resp. Jordan) subring of i? if ^ is an additive subgroup of R and for 
any a,b e A, implies that [x, y] {resp. (xoy)) is also in A. 
Definition 1.2.19 (Lie (resp. Jordan) Ideal). An additive subgroup U oi R is 
said to be a Lie (resp. Jordan) ideal of R if [U, R] Q U (resp. UoR C U). 
Example 1.2.6. Let R= l( " , ] \ a,b,c,d e Z2>. Then it can be easily seen 
thatU = <( "' ^ J I a. 6, c G ^ 2 1 is a Lie ideal of /? and J = H ^ \ \ a,h e Zi 
is a Jordan ideal of R. 
Definition 1.2.20 (Derivation). Let i? be a ring. A mapping d : R —> R is said 
to be a derivation of the ring R if it obeys the following properties: 
{i) d{x + y) = d{x) + d{y) for all x,y e R, 
(ii) d{xy) = d{x)y + xd{y) for all x,y ^ R. 
Example 1.2.7. The most natural example of a nontrivial derivation is the usual 
differentiation on the ring F[x] of polynomials defined over a field F. 
Remark 1.2.12. A set of all derivations of the ring R is denoted by DerR. This 
set is closed relative to the commutator operation i.e., if di, ^2 are derivations of R, 
then [di, ^2] is also a derivation. Therefore, DerR is a Lie ring. 
Definition 1.2.21 (Jordan derivation). Let i? be a ring. A mapping d : R —> R 
is said to be a Jordan derivation of the ring R if it obeys the following properties; 
(z) d{x + y) = d{x) + d{y) for all x,y e R, 
(ii) d{x^) = d{x)x + xd{x) for all x e R. 
Remark 1.2.13. Every derivation on a ring i? is a Jordan derivation but the con-
verse need not be true in general. 
Counterexample 1.2.8. Let R he a. ring and a e R such that xax — 0 for all 
X e R and xay ^ 0 for some y ^ x YO. R. Define a map d : R ^> Rhy d{x) = ax. 
Then it is very easy to see that d is a Jordan derivation on R but not a derivation 
on R. 
Definition 1.2.22 (Inner Derivation). Let a be a fixed element of R. If we 
define a mapping d : R —> R by d{x) = [x, a], for all x e R. Then it can be easily 
seen that d is a, derivation of R. This derivation is called Inner derivation of R 
determined by a. 
Remark 1.2.14. It is obvious to see that every inner derivation on a ring R is a. 
derivation. But converse need not be true in general. 
Example 1.2.9. Let i? = < ( , j \ a,b,c,d e Z> be a ring of 2 x 2 matrices 
over 2Z, the ring of integers. Define a mapping d: R-^ R as follows: 
a b \ f 0 -b 
c d J y c Q 
Then it can be verified that d is a derivation but not an inner derivation on R. 
Remark 1.2.15. If d is a derivation on R and r € Z(R), then d(r) G Z{R). 
Definition 1.2.23 (Centroid). Let Rhe a, ring, we consider it as module over 
itself. Let E{R) he the endomorphism ring of the additive group oi R. U r e R 
and Tr : X —^ xr and Lr '• x ^ rx are both in E{R). Let B{R) be the subring of 
E{R) generated by all Tr,Lr,r,s e R then the centroid of R is the set of elements 
oi E{R) commuting elementwise with B{R). 
Definition 1.2.24 (Dense ideal). A right (resp. left) ideal J of i? is said to be a 
dense right (resp. dense left) ideal if for any 0 ^^ ri e R, r2 e R there exists r e R 
such that r i r / 0 and r2r G J {resp. rri ^ 0; rr2 G J). The collection of all dense 
right ideals (resp. dense left ideals) is denoted by D{R) = Dr {resp. D{R) = Di). 
Definition 1.2.25 (Essential ideal). A right ideal J of i? is said to be essential 
if for every non zero right ideal K oi R, -we have J H K ^ 0. 
Proposition 1.2.1. Let I,J,Se D{B) and let / : 7 —> i? be a right /^-module 
homomorphism, where R is semiprime ring. Then 
(i) f-\J) = {ael\ f{a) eJ}e D{R). 
{n){inJ)eD{R). 
Proof, (i) Let ri 7^  0, r2 G R. Since / is dense right ideal of R, TIT^ 7^  0 and 
r2r/ G / for some r^ G R. Analogously {rir^)r^^ ^ 0 and f{r2rl)rll 6 J for some 
rl/ e R. Setting r = rlr//, we conclude that TIT ^ 0 and r^r G f~^{J), which 
means that f~^{J) is a dense right ideal of R. 
(ii) If i is an inclusion map from I to R , I nJ = i~'^{J) therefore from (i) / n J is 
a dense right ideal. 
Definition 1.2.26 (Two sided right ring of quotients of R). Let i? be a semi-
prime ring and X=I{TZ)={I | / is an ideal of R and /(/) = 0}. We note that / 
is closed under products and finite intersections. Further any / G X is dense and 
essential as a right (or left) ideal and accordingly we call such ideals dense. Consider 
the set 
T={{f;j)\jel, f-.JR^Rn} 
and define (/; J) ~ {g; K) if there exists LC. J C\K such that L G X and f = g on 
L. We let {/; J} denote the equivalence class determined by (/; j) G T. We define 
the addition and multipUcation of these equivalence classes as follows: 
{/; J} + {g- K} = {f + g- KJ] 
{f;J}{g;K} = {fg-KJ}. 
Then the collection of all these equivalence classes denoted by Qr = QT{R) will 
form a ring under these operations. This ring is called the two sided right ring of 
quotients of R, also known as Martindale ring of quotients. 
Definition 1.2.27 (Extended Centroid). Let i^ be a ring and let M be the set of 
all pairs {U, / ) , where [/ is a nonzero ideal of R and f -.U ^ Ris a. right-i?-module 
map. We define an equivalence relation on M by {U, / ) ~ {V, g) ii f - g on some 
nonzero ideal W contained inUOV. The set of all equivalence classes denoted by Q 
forms a ring under operation induced by addition composition of representatives of 
the equivalence classes. R embeds in Q as left multiplication on R. Then the center 
C of Q is a field containing the centroid of R which is known as extended centroid 
oiR. 
Definition 1.2.28 (Central closure). Let C be the extended centroid of a prime 
ring R. Then RC the subring of ring of quotients of R containing R is called the 
central closure of R. 
Definition 1.2.29 (Standard identity of degree 2n). Standard identity of de-
gree 2n is denoted by 52n(xi,a;2, ...,x„) = ^ {—iyXa{l)xa{'2)...Xa{2n), where a 
runs over S2n, the symmetric group of degree 2n and (—1)'^  is -t-1 or -1 according as 
(J is even or odd. 
Remark 1.2.16. In particular for n = 2, the standard polynomial identity of degree 
4 is given by 
Si{xi,X2,X3,X4) = ^(-l)''x^(l)x<,(2)x<,(3)x<,(4). 
<TeS4 
Example 1.2.10. The standard identity of degree 2 is merely XiX2 — 2:2X1. 
Definition 1.2.30 (Algebra). Let ^ be a nonemty set on which there axe defined 
binary operations of addition and multiplication and also a scalar multiplication 
by elements of a field F. Then A is an algebra over the field F if the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
{i) A is a. vector space over F with respect to the operations of addition and scalar 
multiphcation, 
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(ii) A is a ring with respect to the operations of addition and multiphcation, 
(m) li u,v e A and a e F, then {au)v = u{av) = a{uv). 
Definition 1.2.31 (Involution). An involution on a ring Ris a. map * : R —> R 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(z) {x + yy=x*+y\ 
(ii) [xy)* = y*x*, 
{in) (x*)* — X for all x,y e R. 
The ring equipped with an involution '*' is called a '*'-ring or ring with involu-
tion. 
Exsunple 1.2.11. The most common example of involution is the transpose when 
we consider the matrix algebra Mn{K) over an arbitrary field K. 
Definition 1.2.32 (Symmetric element). An element a; of a '*'-ring R is said to 
be symmetric if 
X* = X holds for a\l x e R. 
Definition 1.2.33 (Skew symmetric element). An element a; of a '*'-ring R is 
said to be skew symmetric if 
X* = —X holds for all x £ R. 
The set of all symmetric and skew-symmetric elements of R are denoted by 5' 
and K, respectively. Therefore we have 
S = {x e R\ X* = x} and K ^ {x e R\ x* = -x} 
Remark 1.2.17. 
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(z) Let Rhe a, ring with involution '*'. The set S of symmetric elements of R 
form a Jordan subring of R and the set K of skew symmetric elements of R 
form a Lie ideal of R 
(n) If i? is a '*'-ring of characteristic not two, then every element x G i? can be 
uniquely represented in the form 2x = h + k, where h E S and k £ K. 
Definition 1.2.34. Let i? be a ring with involution. Then the involution is of the 
first kind if Z{R) C S and the involution is of the second kind if Z{R) (f. S. 
§ 1.3. SOME WELL KNOWN RESULTS 
In this section we give some well known results which will be used frequently in 
the subsequent chapters. 
Lemma 1.3.1 [44, Lemma 1.1]. Let i? be a ring and I ^ Q a. right ideal of R. Sup-
pose tbat, given a G / , a" = 0 for a fixed integer n; then R has a nonzero nilpotent 
ideal. 
Proof. The argument we use is a variation of one given by Levitzki. We go by 
induction on n. Let a 7^  0 be in / satisfying a^  — 0; let A = al. Suppose A ^ (0), 
then (a + ax)" = 0 for all x e R,a e I. This yields that {ax)''~^a - 0 for all 
xeR,aeI. Thus (ax)"-M = (0). LetT = {x e A\ xA = (0)}; of course, T is an 
ideal of A. Moreover, as we have just seen, y E A implies that y"~^ G T. Therefore 
in A — A/T every element satisfies (y)"~^ = 0. By our induction hypothesis A has a 
nilpotent ideal U ^ (0). Let U be its inverse image in A; since (C/)'^  — {0),U'' cT 
hence C7'=+i cTA = (0). Also, since !7 / (0), [/ ^ T whence U DUA^{0). But 
then UA = Ual ^ (0) is a nilpotent right ideal of R. 
Suppose that o G / , then a^  = 0 imphes that al = (0). For any x e I, since x" = 0 
we have (x"-^)^ = 0 and so x""^/ = (0). Let M^  = {x G / | x / = (0)}; V^ is an 
ideal of 7. li W = I then P = (0) and / would provide us with a nilpotent right 
ideal. li w = I then in / = I/W, (x)""^ = 0; our induction gives us a nilpotent 
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ideal V / (0) in / . If V is the inverse image of F in / then VI 7^  (0) C V^  and 
is nilpotent, since V is nilpotent. Again we have seen that R must have a nonzero 
nilpotent right ideal. 
If R has a nonzero nilpotent right ideal it has (almost trivially) a nonzero nilpo-
tent ideal. This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 1.3.2 [43, Lemma 6.5.3]. If i? is a semiprime ring with involution '*' and 
a* = —a is such that aKa = (0), then a = 0. 
Proof, li X e R, X - X* e K, then by the assumption we have a(x - x*)a - 0 
for all X £ R. The last expression yields that axa = ax*a for all x e i?. Also, 
xax* G K, and hence a{xax*)a = 0 for all x E R. This implies that axaxa — 0 for 
all x e i? that is, {aKf = (0). Thus aR is nil ideal of index of nilpotency 3 and 
hence by Lemma 1.3.1, we get a = 0. 
Lemma 1.3.3 [39, Lemma 2]. Let i? be a 2-torsion free ring with involution '*' 
having no nilpotent ideals. If a e 5 is such that aSa — (0), then a — 0. 
Proof. Given x € R, then 2x — s + k, where s = x + x* G S and k = x — x* G K. By 
assumption, we have aSa — (0). Since a G S,kak G S, so we obtain a{kak)a = 0. 
This implies that a{2x)a{2x)a = 0, and hence Aaxaxa = 0 for all x e R. Since R is 
2-torsion free, the last expression forces that axaxa — 0 for all x e R. Thus aR is a 
right ideal of R in which the cube of every element is 0; by a result of Levitzki [3] 
this can't happen in a ring with no nilpotent ideals unless a = 0. This proves the 
result. 
Lemma 1.3.4 [58, Lemma 1.1]. Let Rhe a prime ring with involution '*' such that 
char(il) ^ 2. If S^ C Z{R), then R satisfies ^4. 
Proof. Suppose s e S, then sS C Z{R) and s{sS) = s'^S C Z{R) by hypoth-
esis. Since /? is a prime ring, the last relation forces that either s G Z{R) or 
sS = (0). However if sS = (0), then s = 0 by Lemma 1.3.3. In either case we ob-
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tain s 6 Z{R) and so S C Z{R). Therefore R must satisfy ^4 by [43, Theorem 2.1.5]. 
Similarly, we can prove the following result: 
Lemma 1.3.5 [58, Lemma 1.2]. Let i? be a prime ring with involution '*' such that 
.char(i?) ^ 2. If K"^ C Z{R), then R satisfies S^. 
Lemma 1.3.6 [58, Corollary]. Let i? be a prime ring with involution '*' such that 
char(i?) ^ 2. If [K, K] C Z{R), then R satisfies ^4. 
Proof. Suppose that [.fiT,/C] 7^  (0) and let k,m e K such that [k,m] ^ 0. 
By assumption, we have [k,kmk] — k[k,mk] + [k,k]mk — k\k^m\k + km[k,k] = 
k[k,m\k = k'^[k,m] G Z{R). Since R is a, prime ring, we get k'^ € Z{R). But 
then 0 = [fc ,^m] = 2k[k,m] whence A; = 0, a contradiction. So [K,K] = (0) and 
K^ is both a Lie ideal and a commutative subring oi R. By [43, Theorem 2.2.1], 
K"^ C Z{R) and hence by Lemma 1.3.5 R satisfies 54. 
Lemma 1.3.7 [58, Lemma 1.3]. Let i? be a prime ring with involution '*' such that 
chav{R) y^ 2. Then CR{S^) = Z{R) unless R satisfies ^4. 
Proof. Since CR{S'^) is both a subring and a Lie ideal of R. By [43, Theorem 
2.1.2], it follows that either CR{S'^) C Z{R) or CR{S'^) contains a nonzero ideal of 
R. But in the latter case, 5^ C Z{R) and then R satisfies ^4 by Lemma 1.3.4. 
Using similar approach with necessary variations, we can establish the follow-
ing result: 
Lemma 1.3.8 [58, Lemma 1.4]. Let i? be a prime ring with involution '*' such that 
char(i?) ^ 2. Then CR{K^) = Z{R) unless R satisfies 54. 
Lemma 1.3.9 [58, Lemma 1.6]. Let i? be a prime ring with involution '*' such that 
char(i?) / 2. If d 7^  0 and d{K) C Z{R), then R satisfies 54. 
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Proof. Suppose that d(X) ^ (0) and let a e K with d{a) ^ 0. For A; G [K,K], 
we have d{aka) G Z{R), as afca G X. Since d{[K,K]) = (0), d(afca) = d{a)ka + 
ad{ka) = d{a)ka+ad{k)a+akd{a) = d{a)ka+akd{a) = d{a){ak+ka) G Z{R). Thus 
ak + kae Z{R) for all k G [7 ,^ K]. From d(afc + fca) G Z(/t!) we get 2d(a)A; G Z(/?) 
and hence fc G Z(i?). So we conclude that [A',/C] C Z{R). By the Lemma 1.3.6, R 
must satisfy 54. 
On the other hand, suppose d{K) = (0). Given k e K and x e R then since 
kx + x*k e K we have 0 = d{kx + x*k) = kd{x) + d{x*)k = kd{x) + d{x)k, since 
d{x - X*) = 0. Thus K^ centralizes d{R). By a result of [6, Theorem], K^ C Z(i?). 
In view of Lemma 1.3.5, R satisfies 54. This completes the proof. 
Using similar approach, one can prove the following lemma: 
Lemma 1.3.10 [58, Lemma 1.5]. Let Rhe a, prime ring with involution '*' such 
that char(ii;) ^2. Ifd^O and d{S) C Z{R), then R satisfies S4. 
Lemma 1.3.11 [58, Lemma 1.8]. Let i? be a prime ring with involution '*' such 
that char(i?) / 2. If a G i^ and 6 G i? are such that aKb = (0) {or bKa = (0)), 
then a — 0 or 6 = 0. 
Proof. Given k E K and x E R then kx + x*k G K. Hence, by assumption 
we have a{kx + x*k)b — 0 for all x e R. Replacing x by ay in the last expression, 
we get a{kay + {ay)*k)b = 0 for all y E R. This imphes that akayb = 0 for all 
y e R,k e K. Thus aKayb = (0). Hence aKaRb = (0). If 6 ^ 0 then aKa = (0) 
and hence a = 0 by Lemma 1.3.3. 
Analogously, we have the following: 
Lemma 1.3.12 [58, Lemma 1.10]. Let Rhe a, prime ring with involution '*' such 
that char(i?) ^2. If a G 5 and 6 G i? are such that aSb ^ (0) {or bSa = (0)), then 
a = 0 or 6 = 0. 
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Lemma 1.3.13 [58, Lemma 1.11]. Let i? be a prime ring with involution '*' such 
that char(i?) ^^  2. lia e S and be Raie such that asb + bsa = 0 for all s G 5, then 
either a = 0 or 6 = 0. 
Proof. By assumption we have asb + bsa = 0 for all s e 5. Since sas e S for all 
s € 5, we find that asbsa = —bsasa = asasb = —asbsa that is, asbsa = 0. Lineariz-
ing the last relation on s we obtain a{s + t)b{s + t)a = 0 for all s,t e S, this imphes 
asbsa+ atbsa + asbta + atbta — 0 for all s,t E S. Thus we have asbta + atbsa = 0 for 
all s,t E S. Then asbtata + atbsata = 0 for all s,t E S. Since btata — —atbta = 0, 
we end up with atbsata = 0 for all s,t E S, that is, atbSata = (0) for all t E S. 
For each i € 5 we get either atb = 0 or ata = 0, as for a € 5 and b E R aSb — (0) 
implies either o = 0 or 6 = 0. Thus 5 = {s € 5 | asb = 0} U {s e 5 | asa = 0} is 
the union of two additive subgroups of i?, and hence we must have either aSb = (0) 
or aSa = (0). In view of Lemma 1.3.12 we conclude that either a = 0 or 6 = 0. 
Theorem 1.3.1. Let 7? be a prime ring with involution '*' such that char(ii') ^ 2. 
Next, \<s\.aEK be such that ad{K) = (0) or {d{K)a = (0)). li d ^ 0, then a - 0 
unless R satisfies S4. 
Proof. Assiune that R is 54-free. Then d{K) 7^  (0) by Lemma 1.3.10. Suppose 
that 0 / 0 . Since ad{K) = (0) then ad{ak - ka) — 0 for all kEK,asak-kaEK. 
It follows that aKd{a) = (0). Thus d{a] = 0 by Lemma 1.3.11. 
li k E K and x E R, then kx + x*k E K. Therefore ad{kx + x*k) = 0 for 
all X E R,k E K. This implies ad{k)x + akd{x) + ad{x*)k + ax*d{k) — 0 for all 
X E R,k E K. Since ad{x*) = ad{x), the above expression yields that 
akd{x) + ad{x)k + ax*d{k) = 0 for sll x E R, kE K. (1.3.1) 
Replacing x by ay in (1.3.1) we get akd{ay) + ad{ay)k + a{ay)*d{k) = 0 for all 
y E R,k E K. The last expression forces that akd{a)y + akad{y) + ad{a)yk + 
a^d{y)k + ay*a*d{k) = 0 for ally E R,k E K. Using d{a) = 0, we find that 
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akad{y) + a^d{y)k = 0 for all y G i?, fc G K. (1.3.2) 
Replacing y by ya in (1.3.2), we obtain akad{ya)+a^d{ya)k = 0 for all y G i?, /c G K. 
This implies that akad{y)a + a'^d{y)ak = 0 for all y E R,k E K. But then 
a?d{y)ak = —akad{y)a = a'^d{y)ka in view of (1.3.2) and so a'^d{y)[a, A;] = 0 for all 
y G R,k E K. Replace y by my where m ^ K and y G i? we get a^rf(my)[a,fc] = 0. 
This implies a^d{m)y[a, k] + a^md{y)[a, k] = 0. This gives a^md{y)[a, k] = 0 for all 
yeR, m,keK. Consequently a^Kd{R)[a,K] = (0). Now iid{R)[a,K] = (0) then 
la,K] i= (0) and hence a G Cn{K'^) Q Z{R) by Lemma 1.3.8. Since ad[K) = (0) 
and d[K) / (0), a must be 0, a contradiction. Therefore d{R)[a,K\ i^ (0). By 
Lemma 1.3.11 a^  = 0 follows. But then (1.3.2) implies that ai^Ka — (0) whence 
a^  = 0 by Lemma 1.3.11 again. Finally we get from (1.3.2) that aKa = (0) and so 
a = 0. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Using similar arguments as above, we can prove the following: 
Theorem 1.3.2. Let i? be a prime ring with involution '*' such that char(i?) ^^ 2. 
Next, let a G 5 be such that ad{S) = (0) or {d{S)a = (0)). li d ^ 0, then a = 0 
unless R satisfies S4. 
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CHAPTER-02 
ON DERIVATION OF PRIME RINGS WITH 
INVOLUTION 
§ 2.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter deals with the study of derivations of prime rings with involution 
'*'. Most of the results of this chapter are based on the work of Chang [29], Herstein 
[39], Lee [57] and Lin [58] etc. 
During the last few decades, there has been ongoing interest concerning the 
relationship between the commutativity of the rings and the existence of certain 
specific types of derivations of R. Recently, many authors viz.; [9], [10], [11], [12], 
[13], [16], [17], [27], [63] and [85] etcetera, have obtained commutativity of prime 
and semiprime rings with derivations satisfying certain polynomial constants. A 
classical result due to Herstein [42] shows that if i? is a prime ring and d ^ 0 a 
derivation of R such that [d{x),d{y)] = 0 for all x,y G R, then R is commutative 
unless char{R) = 2. In case of a ring with involution '*' one might ask whether the 
conclusion still holds if we assume the condition [d{x), d{y)] = 0 not for all elements 
of R but merely for symmetric elements or skew symmetric elements. In the year 
1982, Herstein [39] proved that a prime ring R with involution '*' of characteristic 
different from 2 must be commutative or an order in a 4-dimensional simple alge-
bra if [d{x),d{y)] = 0 for all symmetric elements x,y e R. In the present chapter, 
we present various generalizations of the classical result due to Herstein mentioned^ 
above. 
Section 2.2 opens v/ith the notions of '*'-derivation and skew '*'-derivation in 
rings with involution '*' and subsequently it is shown that R must be an order in a 
4-dimensional simple algebra if d{s)d{t) = -d(t)d{s) holds for all s,t e S where d 
is a nonzero skew '*'-derivation of R. Further, a generalization of the above result 
has also been presented. 
Section 2.3 is devoted to the study of derivations defined on certain subsets of 
a prime rings with involution '*'. Finally, we conclude the last section with a result 
due to Chang [29] in which a nonzero derivation d satisfy d{l) o d{k) G Z{R) for all 
skew symmetric elements /, fc in a subset of the ring R. 
§ 2.2 '^'-DERIVATION AND SKEW '*'-DERIVATION 
With a view to make oiu: text self contained, we begin with the following no-
tion due to Lin [58]: 
Definition 2.2.1 ('*'-derivation). Let Rhe a ring with involution '*' and d be a 
derivation of R. A derivation d of i? is called a '*'-derivation of R if d{x*) = d{x)* 
for all X G R. Such a '*'-derivation d shall be denoted by d*. 
Example 2.2.1. Let 5 be a commutative ring. Next let 
\0 c, a,b,c e S> . 
Define a map d : R —> R and * : R —> R as follows: 
a by ^ fc b' 
0 c [o a. 
Then it is striaghtforword to check that d is a derivation on R satisfying d{x*) = 
d{x)* for all a; e R. That is, d is a '*'-derivation. 
Definition 2.2.2 (Skew '*'-derivation). Let Rhea ring with involution '*' and 
d be a derivation of R. A derivation cf of i? is called a skew '*'-derivation of R if 
d{x*) = -dix)* for all x e R. 
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Example 2.2.2. Let R= < ( " ' , ) \ a,b,c,d e 2Z\ be a ring of 2 x 2 matrices 
over Z, the ring of integers. Define a map d : R —> R and * : R —> R as follows: 
d ^a b\ ^ fO -b 
.c d [c 0 
fa b\ _ fa c\ 
\c d) " \b d) • 
Then, d is a skew '*'-derivation on R. 
Remark 2.2.1. If d is a derivation on a ring R with involution '*', then d + d* is a 
*-derivation and d — d* is a skew '*'-derivation on R. 
Remark 2.2.2. For any derivation d of a ring R with involution '*', 2d is the sum 
of a '^'-derivation and a skew '*'-derivation. 
The following are some of the elementary properties of '*'-derivation (resp. 
skew '*'-derivation) of prime ring with involution '*', which can be found in Lin [58]: 
Lemma 2.2.1. Let i? be a prime ring with involution '*' such that char{R) 7^  2. 
Suppose that d is a nonzero skew '*'-derivation of R such that d'^{S) — (0). If there 
exists a G K such that ad{S) = (0), then a = 0 unless R satisfies S4,. 
Proof.' Assume that R is 54-iree. Let x e R, s G S, since d{s)x — x''d{s) e 
S, then ad{d{s)x — x*d(s)) = 0 by assumption. This imphes that a{d'^{s)x + 
d{s)d(x) - d{x*)d{s) - x*(f{s)) = 0. Thus ad{x*)d{s) = 0 for all x G i?, s G 5 and 
{ad{x*)-d{x*ya)d{s) = 0 for all x e i?, s G S. Since ad{x*) - d{x*ya e S, by The-
orem 1.3.2 we have ad{x*) — d{x*)*a = 0 for all x G R. This gives ad{x*) = d{x*)*a 
for all X e R. But as ad{x -f- x*) = 0 for all x G i? we have ad{x) = -ad(x*) for 
all X E R. Also, since d{x*)* = —d{x) we have ad{x) = d{x)a for all x G /? that is, 
a commutes with d{R) whence a G Z{R). Since ad{S) = (0) and d(S) ^ (0), we 
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conclude that a = 0. This proves the lemma. 
By a trivial adaptation of the proof of the Lemma 2.2.1, one can prove: 
Lemma 2.2.2. Let Rhe a prime ring with involution '*' such that char{R) 7^  2. 
Suppose that d is a nonzero '*'-derivation of R such that (fi{K) = (0). If there exists 
ae S such that ad{K) = (0), then a = 0 unless R satisfies 54. 
Lemma 2.2.3. Let i? be a prime ring with involution '*' such that char{R) 7^  2. 
Let d be a '*'-derivation of R. If (f{S) = (0), then d = 0 unless R satisfies 54. 
Proof. Suppose d ^ 0 and R is 54-free. Since st + ts E S, d'^{st + ^s) = 0 
for all s,t e S. This imphes that 
d{d{s)t + sd{t) + d{t)s + td{s)) = 0 for all s,t e S. 
And hence 
d'^{s)t+d{s)d{t)+d{s)d{t)+sd^{t)+d^{t)s+d{t)d{s)+d{t)d{s)+td'^{s) = Ofor alls,^ e S. 
Using the given hypothesis, we obtain 
2{d{s)d{t) + d{t)d{s)) = 0 for all s,t & S. 
Since char{R) ^ 2, the above relation reduces to d{s)d(t) + d{t)d{s) = 0 for all 
s,t E S. Replacing t by [d{u),v] with u,v E S in the last expression, we obtain 
d{s)d{[d{u),v]) + d{[d{u),v])dis) = 0 for all s e S. 
This can be written as 
d{s)d{u)d{v) - d{s)d{v)diu) + d{u)d{v)d{s) - d{v)d{u)d{s) = 0 for all s e S. 
Since d{s)d{t) = -d(t)d{s) for all s,t e S, the last relation yields that 4:d{s)d{u)d{v) = 
0 for all s € 5 that is, d{Sf = (0). This implies d{Syd{S) = (0). Since 
d{SY C K, d{SY = (0) by Lemma 2.2.1. Also d{S) C K, so we conclude that 
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d{S) = (0) by Lemma 2.2.1, which contradicts Lemma 1.3.10. This completes the 
proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 2.2.4. Let Rhe a prime ring with involution '*' such that char{R) 7^  2. 
Let d be a '*'-derivation of R. If (f{K) = (0) then d = 0 unless R satisfies ^4. 
Proof. Suppose d y^ 0 and R is 54-free. li k e K and x e R, then kx + x*k € K. 
Therefore by hypothesis we have d (^fex + x*k) = 0. Expanding this we have 
d\k)x+d{k)d{x)+d{k)d{x) + k(f{x) + d^{x*)k + d{x*)d{k) + d{x*)d{k) + x*d^{k)=0 
for all X e R,k e K. This gives 
2d{k)d{x) + kd^{x) + d^{x*)k + 2d{x*)d{k) = 0 for all x G i?, fc € K. (2.2.1) 
Replacing re by ud{v) in (2.2.1) with u,v E K and using the comrautativity of d{K). 
we find that 
2d(A;)d(u)d(t;)+2d(A;)wd2(y)+^rf2(^j^(y^_^^^^^^^2^^^^^(^^(^^y^^^j^^2d(d(w)M)d(A;) = 0 
for all u,v E K. This implies that 
2d{k)d{u)d{v) + d'^{v)d{u)k + d{v)d'^{u)k + 2d{v)d{u)d{k) = 0. 
Finally, the hypothesis yields that 
Ad{k)d{u)d{v) = 0 for all u,veK. 
This forces that d{k)d{u)d{v) = 0 for all u,v,k G K that is, d{Kf = (0). Since 
d(Kf C 5, then d{K)^ = (0) by Lemma 2.2.2. And since d{K) C K then Theorem 
1.3.1 yields d{K) == (0), a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
We are now well equipped to furnish the proof of Theorems due to Lin [58]: 
Theorem 2.2.1. Let i? be a prime ring with involution '*' such that char{R) ^ 0. 
Let d be a nonzero skew *-derivation of R. Suppose that d{s)d{t) = -d{t)d{s) for 
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all s,te S. Then, R is an order in a 4-dimensional simple algebra. 
Proof. Uses, then d{sY = 0 by assumption. Since d{s) £ 5, we have 
d{d{sf) = 0. This implies that 
d\s)d{s) + d{s)dHs) = 0 for all s G S. (2.2.2) 
Also, from the expression d^((i(s)^) = 0 we find that 
d^{s)dis) + 2{d\s)f + dis)d^s) = 0 for all s € S. 
But d%s) = d{(f{s)) e d{S), since d^is) e S. So d^{s)d{s) + d(s)d^{s) = 0 for all s t 
S. Thus we get 
id\s)f = 0 for aU seS. (2.2.3) 
For s,t e S, we have d{s)d{t) = -d{t)d{s). This implies d{s)d{t)d{s) = -d{t)d{sY. 
Thus we obtain d{s)d{t)d{s) = 0. Replacing t by [c?(s),t] and expanding we get 
d{s)d^{s)td{s) + d{sfd{t)d{s) - dis)d{t)d{sf - d{s)td^is)d{s) = 0 for all s,t e S. 
Since d'^{s) = 0, the above relation reduces to 
d{s)d^is)td{s) - d{s)td^is)d{s) = 0 for all s,t e S. 
This gives d{s)d'^{s)td(s) = d(s)td^{s)d{s) for aU s,t e S and hence by (2.2.2) we 
have 
d\s)dis)tdis) + d{s)td\s)d(s) = 0 for all s,t € S. 
Note that d^{s)d{s) G S, so by Lemma 1.3.13 we conclude that 
d^{s)d{s) = 0 for aU s e S. (2.2.4) 
Linearizing (2.2.4) on s we obtain 
{d^{s) + f/2(i))(rf(,s) + d{t)) = 0 for all s,t e S. 
This implies that 
d^{s)d{t) + d'^(t)d{s) = 0 for all s,t e S. (2.2.5) 
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U s,t,u e S then d{s)d{[d{t),u]) + di[d{t),u])d{s) = 0 as [d{t),u] e S; hence 
Ad{s)d{t)d{u) + d{s)[d^{t),u] + [d^{t),u]d{s) = 0. Premultiplying this by d\t) and 
using (2.2.3), (2.2.4), and (2.2.5), we end up with d^{t)d{s)ud^{t)-^d\t)ud^{t)d{s) = 
0 for all s,i € S. By Lemma 1.3.13, we get d?{S)d{S) = (0). If R is S4-free then 
d'^{S) = (0) by Theorem 1.3.2, contrary to Lemma 2.2.3. Hence R is either a com-
mutative domain or an order in a 4-dimensional simple algebra. However, the first 
possibiUty can never happen. Since, for each s e S, d{sf = 0 so d{s) = 0. Also 
if k e K then 0 = d{k'^) = 2kd{k), which forces that d{k) = 0. Consequently, 
d{R) = (0), a contradiction. The theorem is now completely proved. 
Theorem 2.2.2. Let i? be a prime ring with involution '*' such that char{R) 7^  0. 
Let d be a nonzero skew '*'-derivation of R. Let a G i? be such that ad{S) = (0). 
Then a = 0 unless R satisfies 54. 
Proof. Assume that R is 5'4-free. Suppose b e K and bd{S) — (0); we claim 
b = 0. Since bSbd{S) = (0) by Lemma 1.3.11, bSb = (0). Applying d we find that 
d{b)sb + bd{sb) = 0 for all s e S. 
And hence 
d{b)sb + bsd{b) = 0 for all s e S. 
Then d{b) = 0 by Lemma 1.3.13 and hence 0 = d{bd{S)) = d{b)d{S) + bd^S) = 
bd'^{S). For s,t e S we have bd{d{s)t - td{s)) = 0 and so btd?(s) = 0, which is to 
say bSd?{S) — (0). By Lemma 1.3.12 and Lemma 2.2.3, we conclude that 5 = 0 a,s 
claimed. Now assume that ad{S) = (0). Prom the relation a*Sad{S) = a*Kad{S) = 
(0), we have a*Sa = a'Ka = (0) and so a*Ra = (0). Therefore a = 0. 
Theorem 2.2.3. Let i? be a prime ring with involution '*' such that char{R) ^ 2. 
Let d be a nonzero '*'-derivation of R. Suppose d{u)d{v) = d{v)d{u) for all u, v E K. 
Then R satisfies 54. 
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that R is 5'4-free. li u,v G K then, since both 
d{u) and [d{u),v] are skew, [d^{u),[d^{u),v]] = [d^[u),d{[d{u), v])] = 0 by assunip-
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tion. Let 5 be the inner derivation defined by 5{x) = [(f{u),x] for x e R, then 
5^{K) = (0). By Lemma 2.2.4 5 = 0, whence (f{u) G Z{R). So we conclude that 
cP{K)CZ{R)r]K. 
Suppose Z{R) nK ^0;\et0^ae Z{R) n K, then we obtain 
0 = [d{a^u),d{v)] 
= [d{a'^)u + a'^d{u),d{v)] 
= [d{a^)u,d{v)] + [a^d{u),d{v)] 
= d{a^)[u, d{v)] + [d{Q2), d{v)]u + a^diu), d{v)] + [a\ d{v)]d{u) 
= d{a'^)[u,d{v)] for all u,v e K. 
If d(Q2) ^ 0 then [K, d{K)] = (0) and hence by Lemma 1.3.8 d{K) C Z{R) which is 
in conflict with Lemma 1.3.9. Thus d{a'^) = 0; then 2ad{a) = 0 and d{a) — 0 fol-
lows. Now for u G /C and s ^ S we have 0 = [d{as), d{u)] — a[d{s), d{u)] for all s G 
S andke K. Therefore [d{S),diK)] = (0). But then [d{R),d{K)] = (0) and henc(> 
d{K) C Z{R), a contradiction. This proves Z{R) HK = (0). Thus d^{K) = (0). 
contrary to Lemma 2.2.4. The theorem is now completely proved. 
Corollary 2.2.1. Let Rhe a. prime ring with involution '*' such that char{R) ^ 2. 
Let d be a nonzero '*'-derivation of R. Let a G i? be such that ad{K) - (0) or 
d{K)a = (0). Then a = 0 unless R satisfies ^4. 
Proof. For u,v ^ K, d{u)v — vd{u) G K, so we have ad{d{u)v — vd{u)) = 0 by hy-
pothesis. This implies that ad{d{u)v - vd{u)) = a(f{u)v -f ad{u)d{v) - ad{v)d{u) -
avd^{u) — a£'{u)v - avd^{u) = avd^{u) and hence avd^{u) = 0 for ah u,v G K. 
Which is to say aKd?{K) = (0). Suppose R is 5'4-free, then d'^{K) 7^  (0) by Lemma 
2.2.4 and hence a = 0 by Lemma 1.3.11. 
§ 2.3 DERIVATIONS SATISFYING [a, d{s)] G Z{R) 
In [41], Herstein proved that if i? is a prime ring such that char{R) ^ 2. Let 
d be a nonzero derivation satisfying ad{x) - d{x)a for all x e R, then a G Z{R,). 
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Later, Lee & Lee [55] extended the above mentioned result by assuming merely that 
[a,d{x)] e Z{R), the center of R, for ail x e R. Further Lee [57] examined the 
similar problem for rings with involution '*'. In fact, he proved the following result: 
Theorem 2.3.1. Let i? be a prime ring with involution '*' such that char{R) 7^  2. 
Suppose R is S4-free ring and d is a nonzero derivation oi R. If a € S is such that 
[a, d{s)] = 0 for all s e S, then a e Z{R). 
In order to develop the proof of the above result, we require the following lem-
mas: 
Lemma 2.3.1 ([44, Lemma 1.3]). Let Rhe a ring with no nonzero nilpotent ideals 
in which 2a; = 0 imphes x = 0. Suppose that U ^ (0) is both a Lie ideal and a sub-
ring of R. Then either U C Z{R), the center of R, or U contains a nonzero ideal of R. 
Lemma 2.3.2 ([54, Theorem 2]). Let Rhea, prime ring such that char{R) ^ 2 and 
let L'' be a Lie ideal of R. Let d 7^  0 be a derivation of R and let a € i? be such that 
[a,d{U)] C Z{R). Then either a G Z{R) or U C Z{R). 
Lemma 2.3.3 ([62, Corollary 1]). Let /! be a prime ring such that char{R) > n > I 
and suppose (ada)"- = adb for some a,b e R. Then (a - A)^  2 1 = 0 for some A in 
the extended centroid C if either of the following conditions hold: 
(a) n is even. 
(b) b = 0. 
Lemma 2.3.4. Let R he a prime ring with involution '*' such that char{R) ^ 2. 
Suppose R is 54-free ring and d is a nonzero derivation of /?. If a e 5 is such that 
[o, d{s)\ = 0 for all s € 5. Further, If a is nilpotent then a = 0. 
Proof. We may assume that o/^  = 0. For s e S, using the hypothesis, we have 
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that [a, d{s^)] = 0; thus we find that 
[a,s]od{s) = {as — sa)d{s)-\-d{s){as — sa) 
= asd{s) - sad{s) + d{s)as - d{s)sa 
= ad{s)s + asd{s) — d{s)sa — sd{s)a 
= a{d{s)s + sd{s)) - {d{s)s + sd{s))a 
= ad{s'^) - d{s'^)a 
= [a,d{s^)] 
= 0. 
Replacing s by s + a in [a, s] o d{s) = 0, we obtain 
[a, s + a]o d{s + a) = 0 for all s E S. 
or (a(s + a) - (s + a)a)d{s + a) + d{s + a){a{s -\- a) - {s + a)a) = 0 
or (as — sa)d{s) + (as — sa)d{a) + d{s){as — sa) + d{a){as — sa) = 0. 
This implies 
(as — sa)d(a) + d(a)(as — so) = 0 for all s G 5. (2.3.1) 
But [a,rf(o)] = 0 and d(a^') = 0, so ad(a) = d(a)a = 0, by (2.3.1) this implies that 
asd(a) — d(a)sa for all s e 5. (2.3.2) 
For s,^ € 5 we have that sat + tas G S; thus [a,d(sat + tas)] = 0. Expanding 
a[a,d(sat -\- tas)] = 0 and using a^ = [a,d(s)] = [a,d(t)] = 0 and the fact that 
ad(a) = d(a)a = 0, we have 
asd(a)ta + atd(a)sa = 0 for all s,t E S. (2.3.3) 
Using (2.3.1), (2.3.3) and Lemma 1.3.13 we get asd(a) = 0 for all s G 5 and hence 
d(a) = 0 by Lemma 1.3.12. For s,t e S we have that [[a,s],t] G 5; expanding 
[a, d([[a, s],t])] = 0 and using d(a) = a^  = 0, it follows that 
asd(t)a = ad(t)sa for all s,t e S. (2.3.4) 
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In particular, asd{s)a = ad{s)sa. Since ad{s^)a = d(s'^)a'^ = 0, we have that 
asd{s)a = -ad{s)sa. But char{R) ^ 2, so ad{s)sa = 0 for all s e S. Multiply 
(2.3.4) on the left by at; then 
atasd{t)a = atad{t)sa = atd(t)asa = 0 for all s,t e S. 
Thus {ata)S{d{t)a) = (0) for all t e S. Hence ii t e S then either ata = 0 or 
d{t)a = 0 by Lemma 1.3.12. Therefore S is the union of two additive subgroups 
{t G S \ata = 0} and {< e 5 | dit)a = 0}. Thus either aSa = (0) or d{S)a = (0). 
In either case we have that a = 0 by Theorem 1.3.2. This completes the proof. 
Lemma 2.3.5. Let i? be a prime ring with involution '*' such that char{R) ^ 2. 
Suppose R is 5'4-free ring and d is a nonzero derivation oi R. If a G 5 is such that 
[a, d{s)\ = 0 for all s € 5. Further if d{a) = 0 then a G Z{R). 
Proof. Let 6 be the inner derivation of R induced by a that is, 6{x) = [a,x] 
for all X G R. By hypothesis and d{a) = 0 we have 
5d{S) = (0) and 6d = dS. (2.3.5) 
Let s, t G S; then [[a, s], t] G S. Expanding 5d([[a, s], t\) = 0 and using the fact that 
(5(a) = d{a) = 0, we obtain 
6{[d{a,s],t] + [[a,s],d{t)]) = 0 
ov5{[[a,d{s)],t] + [[a,s],dit)]) = 0 
or5{[5{s),d{t)]) = 0 
or 5\s)d{t) - dit)6\s) = 0. 
This imphes 
[5\s),d{t)] = 0 for all s,t e S. (2.3.6) 
Since 6{K) C 5, it follows from (2.3.5) that 5d{6{K)) = 6^d{K) = (0); combming 
with 6d(S) = (0), this imphes that 6'^d{R) = (0) hy 2R C K + S. Expanding 
5^d{st) = 0 and using (2.3.5),(2.3.6), we have 
5\d{s)t + sd{t)) ^ 0 
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or 5{d{s)6{t)) + 5{S{s)d{t)) = 0 
or 5\s)d{t) + d{s)S\t) = 0 for all s,t e S. (2.3.7) 
In particular, 5'^{s)d{s) = 0 by (2.3.6). Multiplying (2.3.7) from left by 5'^{s), we 
get ((52(s))2d(t) - 0. That is {S\s)yd{S) = (0) for all s e S. But (^^(s))^ e 5, so 
{6^{s)f = 0 by Theorem 1.3.2. Application of Lemma 2.3.4 and (2.3.6) yields that 
(52(s) = 0 for all s e 5. Thus 5^{S) = (0). Then 6 = 0hy Lemma 2.2.3; this means 
a € Z{R). This completes the proof. 
Now to make some reductions. Assume first that d{Z{R)) ^ (0). Let a e Z{R) 
be such that d{a) / 0. If a ^ Z{R) n S, then either d{a + a*) 7^  0 or d(aa*) ^ 0. 
Hence d(Z(i?)n5) 7^  (0) holds always. Pick an element p G Z{R)nS with d{0) ^ 0. 
Then, by hypothesis we have [a, d{(3s)] = 0 for all s E S. Expand tliis to get [a, s] = 0 
for all s e S. Since R is an 54-free ring, we have a e Z{R). So we may assume that 
d{Z{R)) = (0). Let C be the extended centroid of R and A = RC + C the central 
closure of R. Then we can extend '*' to an involution on A and d can defined on A 
in a unique way such that d{ax) = ad{x) + d{a)x for all x G R, a £ C. 
Now, we present few observations in the form of lemmas due to Lee [57]. 
Lemma 2.3.6. Let Rhe a. prime ring with involution '*' such that char{R) ^ 2. 
Suppose R is 54-free ring and d is -a, nonzero derivation oi R. If a € 5 is such that 
[a,d{s)] = 0 for all s G S. If a ^ Z(R), then we have d{C) = (0) where C is the 
extended centroid of R. 
Proof. Let a e C. Suppose first that a = a*. Find a nonzero '*'-ideal U of 
R such that all C R. Then for s G t/ n 5, we have that as G 5. Expanding 
[a, d{as)] = 0, it follows that d{a)[a, s] = 0 for eill s eUnS. Assume that d{a) 7^  0. 
Then [a, s] = 0 for all s € f/ n 5, that is, [a, U D S] ^ 0. Now UOS, the subring 
generated by [/ n 5, is both a Lie ideal and a subring of U. Since R is 54-free, so 
is U; thus U 0 S contains a nonzero ideal of U by Lemma 1.3.4, L3.7 and Lemma 
2.3.1. In fact, by the primeness of R, U dS also contains a nonzero ideal of R. 
So a commutes with a nonzero ideal of R; this implies a G Z{R), a contradiction. 
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Thus we have that d{a) = 0 if a = a* G C. Next assume a ^ a*. Applying 
d to a^ - (a + a*)a + a*a = 0 and using d{a + a*) = d{aa*) = 0, we get that 
(a - a*)d{a) = 0; hence d{a) — 0. 
Lemma 2.3.7. Let i? be a prime ring with involution '*' such that char{R) ^ 2. 
Suppose JR is S4-free ring and d is a nonzero derivation of i?. If a G S is such that 
[a, d{s)] = 0 for all s e S. If a ^ Z{R), then '*' is of the first kind, that is a = a* 
for all aeC. 
Proof. Assume that '*' is of the second kind. Then -a — a* ^ 0 for some Q G C. 
Take a nonzero '*'-ideal U oi R such that aU C R. Thus iikeUDK then ak G S; 
hence [a,d{ak)] = 0. By Lemma 2.3.6 we have d{a) = 0; hence [a,d{k)] = 0. Since 
[a, d{s)] = 0 for all s e t/ n 5, we get that [a, d{U)] = (0); this implies a € Z{R) by 
Lemma 2.3.2. Hence the proof is completed. 
Lemma 2.3.8. Let i? be a centrally closed prime 54-free ring with involution '*' of 
char{R) 7^  2. Suppose d is a nonzero derivation of R and a is a non central sym-
metric element of R such that [a, d{s)] = 0 for all s E. S. Then If char{R) = p > 0, 
then aP i Z{R). 
Proof. Assume on the contrary that a^ G Z{R). Let F be the algebraic clo-
sure of Z and let Q — R (S>z F. Then Q is also a centrally closed prime algebra over 
F by [35; Theorem 3.5]. Now we extend '*' to Q by {E^i (g) QJ)* = E7* 0 ai and 
extend d to Q via d^L^i 0 a^) = T,d{ji) 0 ai where 7, e R.Oi e F. Let S denote the 
set of all symmetric elements of Q. Then it's easy to check that [a, d{s)] = 0 for aU 
s e S. Since F is algebraically closed, there exists fj, e F such that fjP = a^ E Z{R): 
hence, by char(i?) = j9 > 0, (a 0 1 - \0^y = 0 and [a O 1 - l®^, d{s)] = 0 for all 
s e S. But a (g) 1 - 10^ is a nilpotent symmetric element, so a (g) 1 - 1®^ = 0 by 
Lemma 2.3.4. This implies a G Z{R). Thus the proof is completed. 
Lemma 2.3.9. Let Rhe a. centrally closed prime 54-free ring with involution '*' 
such that char{R) ^ 2. Suppose d is a nonzero derivation of i?, h is the inner deriva-
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i tion of R and a is a non central symmetric element of R such that [a, d{s)] = 0 for 
all seS. Then 5^{s)d{a) = d{a)5^{s) for all s e S. 
Proof. Let s e S; then [a,d{s'^)] = 0 = [a,d{s)] for all s G 5. So [a,s] o d(s) = 
asd{s) - sad{s) + d{s)as - d{s)sa = asd{s) - sad{s) + asd{s) - sad{s) = 0 for all 
se S. That is, 
[a, s] o d(s) = 0 for all s G 5. (2.3.8) 
Replacing s by a + s in (2.3.8) we get 
[a, s] o d{s) + \a, s] o d{a) = 0 for all s E S. 
Application of (2.3.8) yields that 
[a, s] o d{a) = 0 for all seS. 
This gives 
6[s)d{a) + d{a)5{s) = 0 for all s € S. (2.3.9) 
Also replacing s by a^  + s in (2.3.8) and using the relation [a, d{a)] = 0, we get 
[a, a^  + s] o d(a^ + 5) = 0 for all s e S. 
This imphes that 
[a, s]{d{a)a + ad{a) + d{s)) + {d{a)a + ad{a) + rf(s))[a, s] = 0 for all s E S 
and hence 
2[a, s]ad{a) + 2ad(a)[a, s] -\- [a, s] o d(s) = 0 for all s e S. 
This gives that 
5{s)ad{a) + ad(a)J(s) = 0 for all s € 5. (2.3.10) 
Subtracting (2.3.10) from a x (2.3.9) we have 
a6{s)d{a) + a(i(a)(5(s) - 6{s)ad{a) - ad{a)5{s) ~ 0 
and hence 
(a(5(s) - 5(s)a)d(a) = 0 for all s G 5. 
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This implies that 6'^(s)d{a) = 0 for all s e S. Similarly we can prove that d{a)S'^{s) = 
0 for all s e S. That completes the proof. 
Lemma 2.3.10. Let i? be a centrally closed prime S'4-free ring with involution 
'*' such that char{R) ^ 2. Suppose d is a nonzero derivation of i?, 5 is the inner 
derivation of R and o is a non central symmetric element of R such that [a, d{s)\ = 0 
for all s^S. Then for t G 5, if td.{a) = d{a)t = 0, we have 5\t) = 0 
Proof. For s e 5 we have that [s,5{t)] e S; so [a,d{[s,S{t))] = 0. By the hy-
pothesis we have that dS{t) = d[a,t] = [d{a),t] + [a,d{t)] = 0; hence from the 
last formula, using d6{t) = 0 we have [5'^{t),d{s)] = 0. Since 5'^{t) e S and 
d{5^{t)) = 0, it foUows from Lemma 2.3.5 that S^{t) e Z{R). But td{a) = d{a)t = 0, 
So {at + ta)d{a) = d{a){at + ta) = 0. Since at + tae S, we get S'^{at + to) e Z{R); 
using 5{a) = 0 and 5'^{t) e Z{R) we have 2a5^{t) e Z{R). Hence 5'^{t) = 0 as desired. 
Lemma 2.3.11. Let /? be a centrally closed prime S'4-free ring with involution 
'*' such that char{R) 7^  2. Suppose d is a nonzero derivation of R, S is the inner 
derivation of R and a is a non central symmetric element of R such that [a, d{s)] = 0 
for all seS. Then 5\S) = (0) and 5^{R) = (0). 
Proof. According to Lemma 2.3.9 we have 5^{s)d{a) = d{a)5'^{s) for all s e 5. 
Also in view of to Lemma 2.3.10 we have for t e 5, if td{a) = d{a)t = 0, then 
5'^{t) = 0. Therefore combining these two lemmas we obtain S'^{S) = 0. Now as 
5'^{S) = (0), we get 6\S) = (0). Further since 5{K) C S, we have S'^iSiK)) = (0) 
that is, S^{K) = (0). Combining these two we get 5^{R) = (0). 
We are now able to establish the proof of Theorem 2.3.1: 
Proof of Theorem 2.3.1. We divide the proof into three cases: 
Case 1: Assume that either char{R) = 0 or char{R) > 5. 
Then by Lemma 2.3.3 there exists A G Z{R) such that (a - A)^  = 0 because R is 
centrally closed. Since [a - A, d{s)\ = 0 for all .s G 5, it follows from Lemma 2.3.4 
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that a - A = 0; so a e Z{R). 
Case 2: Assume that char(i?) = 5. 
In view of Lemma 2.3.11 we have 6^{R) = 0. Since ch&r{R) = 5, so we have 
a^ e Z{R). But this is contrary to Lemma 2.3.9. 
Case 3: Assume that char(i?) = 3. 
Expanding <5^ (s) = 0 for all s e S and noting char(il) = 3, we obtain [a, [a^ s\] = 0 
for all s e S. Thus a^ e Z by Lemma 2.3.5. Again this is contrary to Lemma 2.3.8. 
Hence, a € Z{R). 
Remark 2.3.1. Let d be a derivation of R and let d* be defined by d*{x) = d{x*)* 
for all X G R. Then we can easily check that d* is also a derivation of R. Here 
we define the '*'-derivation (resp. skew '^'-derivation) as the derivation d of R such 
that d* = d (resp. d* = —d). Hence if d is a derivation then d + d* is a *-derivation 
and d — d* is a, skew *-derivation. So, for any derivation d of R, 2d is the sum of a 
•-derivation and a skew *-derivation. With this one can usually reduce a problem 
on derivations to the case when the derivations considered are only *-derivations or 
skew *-derivations. 
Now we prove the second main theorem of this section due to Lee [57], which 
extends the Theorem 2.3.1 to the central case. 
Theorem 2.3.2. Let Rhe a, prime ring with involution '*' such that char{R) ^ 2. 
Suppose R is 54-free ring and d is a nonzero derivation of i?. If a G 5 is such that 
[a, d{s)] e Z{R) for all seS, then a e Z{R). 
Proof. As the proof of Theorem 2.3.1 we may assume that d{Z{R)) = (0) and 
Z{R) C Shy Lemma 1.3.10 and [55, Theorem 1]. Next by the Remark 2.3.1 above 
we can write 2d = di + d^, where di and ^2 are two derivations of R such that 
d\ = di and ^2 = -d2, hence di{S) C S and d2{S) C K. Thus for s 6 5 we have 
[a,di{s)] + [0,^2(5)] e Z; this implies that [a,di{s)] = 0 and [0,^2(5)] € Z{R). 
Assume on the contrary that a ^ Z{R). By Theorem 2.3.1 we have either 
a G Z{R) or di = 0. This reduces to the case [a, d2{s)] G Z{R) for all s e S. 
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In other words, we may assume that d is a skew '*'-derivation, d{Z{R)) = (0) 
and Z{R) C S. 
We claim that if d{a) = 0 then a e Z{R). For s € 5, we have [a,d{a o s)] e 
Z{R). Thus [a,d{aos)] = [a,aod{s)] = 2a[a,d{s)] G Z{Ry, since d{a) = 0 and 
[a,d(s)] e Z(i?). This imphes that either a G Z(i?) or [a,d{s)] = 0 for all s G 5. In 
either case [a,d(s)] = 0 holds always. Therefore a G Z{R) by Theorem 2.3.1. 
Now we return to the general case. Using the hypothesis, we have that [a, d{a)] G 
Z{R) and [a,d{a'^)] G Z(/?); it follows that 2a[a,d{a)] G Z{R); hence [a,d(a)] = 0. 
Set 6{x) = [a, x] for all x e R. Now for s G 5 we have 
[a, cZ(aos)] = [a,d{as + sa)] 
— [a,d{as) + d{sa)] 
— [a, d{as)] + [a, d{sa)] 
= [a, d{a)s + ad{s)] + [a, d{s)a + sd{a)] 
= [a, d{a)]s + d{a)[a, s] + [a, a]d{s) + a[a, d{s)] + d{s)[a, a] + [a, d{s)]a 
+s[a, d{a)] + [a, s]d{a) 
= d{a)S{s) + a5{dis)) + 6{d{s))a + d{s)d{a) 
= d{a)o5{s) + 2a6id{s)). 
This gives 
[a, d{a o s)] = 2a5{d{s)) + d{a) o 5{s) G Z{R). (2.3.11) 
Commuting (2.3.11) with d{a), using S{d{s)) G Z{R) and [a,d{a)] = 0, we get 
[d(a)^ 5(.s)] = 0 foraUsG-S. (2.3.12) 
Since d is a skew '*'-derivation, it follows from d{a)'^ G S and Theorem 2.3.1 that 
either d(a)'^ G Z(R) or 5 = 0; hence ^(a)^ G Z{R) holds always. For s G 5, making 
use of the relation [a,d{s)] G Z(i?) and d{Z{R)) = (0), we find that 
[d{a),d{s)] + [a,d\s)] = 0 for all s G S. (2.3.13) 
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Replace s by as + sa in (2.3.13) to get 
[d{a), d{as + sa)] + [a, d^{as + so)] = 0 for all s G S. (2.3.14) 
Now expand (2.3.14), using (2.3.13) and the fact that d{af G Z{R) and [a,d{a)] = 
0 = \a,£'{a)\, we obtain 
d2(a) o 5{s) + 4d(a)Ms) = 0 for all s € S. (2.3.15) 
Now d(a) e K and hence [d(a),s] G S for all s G 5. Thus, [a,d([d(a),s])] = 
[a,[d2(a),s] + Ka),d(s)]] = [a, [d2(a),s]] + [a, [d(a),d(s)]] = [a, [(/^(a),^]] G Z(i?), 
becavise [a, [<i(a),d(s)]] = [a,d{a)d{s) - d{s)d{a)\ = [a,d(a)]d(s) + d(a)[a,d(s)] -
[a,d{s)]d{a) - d{s)[a,d{a)] = [[a,d{a)],d{s)] - [d{a),[a,d{s)]] = 0 for all s e S. 
Since [d^(a),a] = 0, applying our first claim, we have d^(a) G Z{R). Commut-
ing (2.3.15) with d{a), it follows that d^{a)[d{a),6{s)] = 0 and hence we obtain 
(f{a)[a, [d{a), s]] = 0 for all s G 5. If S{a) ^ 0, then [a, [d(a), s]] = 0 for all s G S; 
applying Theorem 2.3.1 we get a G Z{R) or d{a) G Z{R); therefore d^(a) = 0 since 
d{Z{R)) = (0), a contradiction. Thus we have d'^{a) = 0; it follows from (2.3.15) 
that d(a)5d{s) = 0 for all s ^ S. Thus we have either d{a) = 0 or Sd{s) = 0 
for all s E. S. If d{a) — 0, then a G Z{K) by the claim above. But if (5d(s) = 0 
for s e S, then a G ^(/?) by Theorem 2.3.1. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
§ 2.4 DERIVATIONS SATISFYING d{k) o d{l) G Z(i?) 
In the year 1982, Herstein [42] proved that if [d{x),d{y)] = 0 for all x,y e S, 
then R satisfies S^. Later on, Lin [58] showed that if d{k) od{l) = 0 for all l,k e K, 
then R satisfies ^4 unless char(i?) = 2. Further, Chang [29] extended the above 
mentioned result as follows: 
Theorem 2.4.1. Let /? be a prime ring with involution '*' such that char{R) ^ 2 
and d a nonzero derivation of R. If d{k) o d{l) G Z{R) for all k, I G K, then R 
satisfies Ss-
We begin with the following definition: 
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Definition 2.4.1 ('*'-ideal). Let /? be a ring with involution '*'. Then an ideal / 
of R is said to be the '*'-ideal of R, ii x* e I for aWx E I. 
In order to develop the proof of the above theorem, we need the following 
lemmas: 
Lemma 2.4.1 ([32, Lemma 4]). Suppose that every '*'-generaUzed identity of a 
prime ring R with involution '*' is trivial. If (f){Xi', (x^ ')*) = 0, where Aj are 
distinct regular words in M, is a multilinear '*'-diflferential identity for R, then 
4){Zij,Yij) — 0, where Zij and Yij are distinct indeterminates is a multihnear gener-
alized identity of R. 
Lemma 2.4.2 ([32, Lemma 8]). Let i? be a prime ring with involution '*'. Suppose 
that R, satisfies a nontrivial '*'-differential identity. Then R satisfies a nontrivial 
generalized identity (without '*'). 
Lemma 2.4.3 ([32, Proposition]). Suppose R is a prime ring with involution '*' 
and that / is a '*'-generaUzed polynomial. If / vanishes on a nonzero ideal of R, 
then / vanishes on Q, the two sided quotient ring of R. 
Lemma 2.4.4 ([53, Theorem 7]). Let Rhea prime ring with involution '*' and I be 
a nonzero '*'-ideal of R. If d is a nonzero derivation of R such that k o d{k) G Z{R) 
for all k e K f]I, then R satisfies ^4. 
Lemma 2.4.5. Let R he a prime ring with involution '*' such that char{R) ^ 2 
and d a nonzero derivation of R satisfying the condition d{k) o d{l) e Z{R) for all 
k,leK. If d{C) ^ (0), then R satisfies S^. 
Proof. By assumption, there exists an a G C such that d{a) / 0. Suppose 
first that a = a*. Let / be a '*'-ideal of R such that al C R. For any k e Kr\ I, 
{a{d{k) o d{k)) + dia){k o d{k)) = {ad{k)) o d(k) + id{a)k) o d{k) = {ad{k) + d{a)k) o 
d{k) = d{ak) o d{k) e Z{R) C C. Since a(d{k) o d{k)) e C, d{a){k o d{k)) e C 
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follows. Hence k o d{k) e Z{R). By Lemma 2.4.4, R satisfies ^4 and we are done. 
Now we assume that a ^ a* and d[f5) = 0 for all p = f3* £ C. Since 
Q,2 _ (Q, 4. a*)a + a*a = 0 and {a + a*)* = (a + a*), (aa*)* = {aa*) G C, we have 
0 - d{a'^ - (a + a*)a + a*a) = d{a^) - d{a + a*)a - (a + Q*)d(a) + d{a*a) -
d(a2) - (a + a*)(i(a) = 2ad{a) - (a + a*)d(a) = (a - a*)d{a). Hence d(a) = 0, a 
contradiction to the assumption. Thus the lemma is proved. 
Lemma 2.4.6. Let i? be a prime ring with involution '*' such that char{R) / 2 
and d a nonzero derivation of R satisfying the condition d{k) o d{l) e Z{R) for all 
k,l £ K. If d is outer, then R satisfies S4. 
Proof. By assumption, we have 
[{d{x)-id*ix)r)oid{y)-{d*iy)nz] 
^ [{d{x) - mx*)n) o (%) - ((%*))*)*, z] 
= [{d{x)-dix*))o{d{y)-d{y*)),z] 
= [d{x — X*) o d{y — y*),z] = 0 for all x,y,z G R. 
Since x - x* e K for all x e R. If d is outer, then [{x - x*) o (y - y*)^z] = 0 for all 
x,y,zeRhy Lemma 2.4.L Thus [{X ~ X*) o {Y - Y*), Z] is a nontrivial '*'-GPI 
for R, and so i? is a GPI ring by Lemma 2.4.2. If d{C) = (0), then d is inner by [32, 
p269], a contradiction to the assumption that d is outer. Hence d(C) 7^  (0) and so 
R satisfies S4 by Lemma 2.4.6. 
Lemma 2.4.7.Let Rhea prime ring with involution '*' such that char{R) ^^ 2 and 
d a nonzero inner derivation of R satisfying the condition d{k) o d{l) G Z{R) for all 
kj e K. If '*' is of the second kind, then R satisfies ^4. 
Proof. By assumption, there exists an a G C such that a* ^ a. Let / be a 
nonzero '*'-ideal of R such that al C R. For any u G I,{a - a*)u = {(au) -
(au)*) - a*iu - u*) = ki- a*k2 for some A;i,A;2 G K. Then (a - a*)'^d{uf = 
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d(fci)2 - a*d{h) o d{k2) + d{hf G C, so d{uf e Z{R). Thus d{xf G Z{R) for all 
X e i? by Lemma 2.4.3. Hence, R satisfies ^4 by [40,Theorem] and the lemma is 
proved. 
Lemma 2.4.8. Let i? be a prime ring with involution '*' of the first kind such that 
char{R) ^ 2. Let d be a nonzero inner derivation of R such that d{k) o d{l) e Z{R) 
for all k,l e K. li R = Mn{F), where F is a field such that char(F) 7^  2, then B 
satisfies S^-
Proof. It suffices to consider the case that '*' is of the first kind and d{x) = ax-xa 
for some a E R. write a = Y^aijCij. Suppose that n > 4. 
Case 1. '*' is of transpose type, then {aij)* = (xiajiXj^) for some nonzero ele-
ments Xi,Xj G F. For 1 < p < g < n, let kpq 
and rank(A;pq) = 2, so d{kpq) o d{kpq) 6 F and rank {d{kpq) o d{kpq)) < 4. Thus 
d{kpg) o d{kpq) = 0. For i ^ p,q and j ^ p,q, the (i,j)-entry of d{kpq) o d{kpq) is 
2(aipapj + aiqaqj)xpXq. Hence ajpttpj + ajgOgj — 0. Since n > 4, for any 1 < p < g < 
r <n,-we can choose i^p,q,r and j / p, q, r, then 
^ip(*'pj I ^iqO'qj ^ 
^iq^qj ~r difilfj w 
^ip^pj I CL'i'pilifj — VJ. 
Since char(F) / 2, we have 0,^ 0^^ = 0 for all i,j 7^  p. For A^pg = XpCp^  — XqCjp, 
krs = XrCrs - Xstgr G K, choosc i^ p,q, T, s. Sluce (^fcpq) o d{krs) G F and the (i, j ) -
entry of d(fcpg) o d{krs) is 0, d(fcpq) o d{krs) — 0 follows. Since {k^q | 1 < p < g < n} 
forms a basis for K and d{k) o d{l) is linear, d{k) o d(Z) = 0, for all A;, I G K. By [58], 
i? satisfies 54, a contradiction to the assumption that n > 4. 
Case 2. '*' is of symplectic type. In this case, n is even and {Aij)* = (^J-), where 
Aij are 2 X 2 matrices and 
7 5) I - 7 a J • 
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Let ki = epp+i, where p is odd. Then h € K and rank(d(/ci) o d{ki) < 2. Thus 
d{ki) o d{ki) = 0. The {p+l,p+ l)-entry of d{ki) o d(A;i)is 2a2+i,p, so 
O'p+ip = 0-
Similarly, let k2 = Cp+ip, where p is odd, we can get that 
Let ks = epq- Cg+ip+i G K, where p, q are distinct odd, rank(d(fc3) o ^(fca)) < 4. 
Thus ^(fcs) o ^ (fcs) ^ 0. The (p,p)-entry and {p+l,p+ l)-entry of ^(/ca) o ^ (fcs) are 
2(a^p - agq+iCp+ip) and 2(ap+ipaqq+i - a^_ i^q+i), so 
Similarly, let ^4 = Cpq+i + Cgp+i, ^5 = ep_,_iq + Cg+ip e i^, where p, q are distinct odd. 
Using the fact that ^(^4) o ^ (^4) = d{kr,) o d{kr,) = 0, we can get that 
O-p+lq = 0,pq+l = 0 . 
By the discussion above, a is a diagonal matrix. Let A; = epq-^i + Cgp+i, I = 
Gg+ip + Gp+iq G K, where p,q are distinct odd. Then d{k) o d{l) = —{a^p -
fiq+lg + l ) 6pp—(agg—ap+lp+l) Ggq —(Cpp —Qg+lg+l) 65+lg+1 " ( Cgg " Cp^. Ip-J. 1 ) Cp+lp+l G F . 
But rank(d(fc) o d(/)) < 4, so d(fc) o d{l) = 0. Thus Cpp = Og+ig+i and a^ g = Op+ip+i. 
Therefore an = aj^ for all 1 < z < j < n. Hence a e F , a contradiction to the 
assumption that dy^O. Thus n < 4, and so i? satisfies Ss-
Proof of Theorem 2.4.1. By Lemma 2.4.8, we may assume that d{r) — ar — ra 
for some a e Q. Now [{a{x - x*) - {x - x*)a) o {a{y - y*) - {y - y*)a), z] = 0 for 
all x,y,z e R. Since a ^ C, 
MX - X*) -{X- X*)a) o {a{Y - Y*) - {¥ - Y*)a), Z] 
is a nontrivial '*'-GPI for R, and so i? is a GPI by Lemma 2.4.3. By [61], RC and 
hence Q is a primitive ring with nonzero scole. Set H = soc{Q). Choose F to be 
the algebraic closure of C or C according to | C |= oo or | C |< oo. Then we 
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have [d{k) o d{l), z] = 0 for all k, I E K{H (S>c F), the skew elements of H ®c F, and 
z e H(S)cF. The next step is to show that R satisfies 54. For any Xi,X2,X3,X4 G R, 
there exists an idempotent g e H (^c F such that a,Xi,X2,X3,a;4 e g{H (gic F). 
By Litoff's Theorem [36], there exists an idempotent g^ G H <S)c F such that 
g, a, xi, X2, X3, X4, ga, ag, € g^(H (8>c fl)g^ and fif/(if (gfc H)g/ = Mm{F) for some m > 
2. For any k, I G /i:(M„,(F)), the skew elements of Mm{F),d{k) o d{l) G Z{Mm{F)), 
so m = 2 by Lemma 2.4.4. Thus 54(xi,X2,X3,X4) = 0 and the theorem is proved. 
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CHAPTER-03 
On (a, /?)- DERIVATIONS OF PRIME RINGS WITH 
INVOLUTION 
§ 3.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter has been devoted to the study of (a, /3)-derivatioiis and (a, 3^)*-
derivations in prime & semiprime rings with involution and based on the work oi 
Shakir & Fosner [1], Ashraf & Shakir [9], Chang [31], Herstein [39], Lin [58], and 
Vukman [83] 
Section 3.2 deals with the concept of (a, /3)-derivations in prime rings with 
involution. In this section a generalization of the classical result due to Herstein [39] 
which states that if a prime ring with involution admits a nonzero derivation d such 
that d{S) C Z{R), then R satisfies 54, the standard identity of degree 4 has been 
given. Further, extension of this result for symmetric and skew-symmetric case hajs 
been presented. 
Section 3.3 explores the commutativity of prime and semiprime rings with in-
volution admitting a nonzero [a, /3)*-derivation. Inspired by the work of Bresar Sz 
Vukman [25], in the year 2009, Ashraf & Shakir [9] established that if R is semiprime 
*-ring admitting a nonzero (Q, /5)*-derivation d, then d maps R in Z{R). 
Finally, in Section 3.4 a result due to Shakir & Fosner [1] has been included 
which presents the generalization of a theorem due to Vukman [83] concerning the 
Jordan *-derivation in semiprime *-rings. 
§ 3.2 (a, /?)- DERIVATIONS 
In 1956, Jacobson [47] in his classical work 'Structures of rings' has given a 
passing references of (si, S2)-derivation which was later on more commonly referred 
as (a, /3)-derivation or {9, </))-derivation by some authors and {a, T)-derivation by 
others like Argac et al. [5], Ashraf [7], Bresar & Vukman [23] and Chang [31], to 
mention a few. We continue similar study in the present chapter. 
We begin with the following notion: 
Definition 3.2.1 ((a, /3)- derivation). Let R he a. ring and a, (5 be endomor-
phisms of R. An additive mapping 5 : R —> R is said to be an (a, y9)-derivation of 
Rii 
5{xy) = a{x)5{y) + 5{x)l3{y) holds for all x,y e R, 
Remarke 3.2.1. 
(i) Some authors defined the concepts of (a,/?)-derivation in the following way: 
An additive mapping 5 : R —> R is said to be an (a, /3)-derivation of R if 
d{xy) = 5{x)a{y) + P{x)6{y) holds for all x,y ^ R. 
(ii) Every (7^,/ij)-derivation is an ordinary derivation, where IR is the identity 
map on R. 
[Hi) li a = IR that is, a is an identity map on R, then d may be called a p-
derivation. 
(iv) Ii (3 — IR that is, /3 is an identity map on R, then d may be called an a-
derivation. 
Remark 3.2.2. Every derivation of R is an (a, /3)-derivation of R with a = (5 = IR. 
the identity map on R. However, the converse is not true in general. 
The following example due to Chang [31] justifies that the notion of an (a, /?)-
derivation is a generalization of the notion of derivation: 
Counterexample 3.2.1. Let R be any ring, a be an invertible element in R. Next, 
let d be a derivation and a, /3 be endomorphisms of R such that a{x) = axa~^ and 
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P{x) = IR, the identity map on R. Define a map 5 : R —> R such that 
5{x) — ad{x) for all x e R. 
Then 5 is an (a, /3)-derivation on R. However, 5 is not a derivation on R. 
In the year 1982, Herstein [39] proved that if d 7^  0 is a derivation of a prime 
ring R with involution '*' such that d{S) C Z{R), then R satisfies 54. Later Lin 
[58] proved this result for the skew-symmetric case. In this section, we study the 
results due to Chang [31] in the setting of an (a, /9)-derivation of a prime ring with 
involution. 
Lemma 3.2.1 ([43, Theorem 2.1.5]). Let Rhe a semiprime ring with involution '*' 
such that char{R) ^ 2. Then either S C Z{R), the center of i? or 5 contains a non 
zero ideal of R. In the former case R must satisfy ^4. 
Lemma 3.2.2 ([43, Theorem 2.1.11]). Let i? be a ring with involution '*' in which 
2R^R. UK = R then S = KoK, hence R^ K + KoK. In other words, given 
s G 5, then s = '^kf — ^2Qj> where ki ^ K and qi € K. 
Lemma 3.2.3 ([53, Theorem 1]). Let R he a prime ring with involution '*' and 
center Z{R). If d is a nonzero derivation on R such that [(i(s),s] e Z{R) for all 
s e S, then R satisfies ^4 provided char{R) ^ 2. 
Lemma 3.2.4 ([79, Theorem 7]). If (i?, '*') is prime ring with involution '*' and '*' 
is of the second kind, then every multiUnear generalized identity of (i?, '*') is special. 
Lemma 3.2.5. Let i? be a prime ring with involution '*' such that char{R) ^ 2 
and a, /3 be the endomorphisms of R. If 5 is a nonzero (Q, /5)-derivation R and 
S{S) — (0), then R satisfies S^. 
Proof. Assiune on the contrary that, R is 54-free. Then we can conclude from 
Lemma 3.2.1 that S contains a non zero ideal / of R. Since S{S) = (0), we have 
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S[S) = (0) and hence 6{I) = (0). But this imphes S = 0, which is a contradiction. 
Hence, the lemma is now proved. 
Lemma 3.2.6. Let Rhe a. prime ring with involution '*' such tliat char{R) ^ 2. If 
(5 is a nonzero (a, /3) derivation of R and 5{K) — (0), then R satisfies 54. 
Proof. Since b{K) = (0), we have 5{K^) = (0). Since K'^ is both a subring 
and a Lie-ideal of R, by [43, Theorem 2.L2], either K'^ contains a non zero ideal 
I oi Rox K^ C Z{R). If the former case holds, then 6{I) = (0) and hence ^ = 0 
which is absvird. Thus K^ C Z{R) and hence R satisfies S4 by Lemma 1.3.5. 
Theorem 3.2.1. Let Rhe a prime ring with involution '*' such that char{R) 7^  2. 
Let Q 7^  1 be an automorphism of R, and let 6{x) = a{x) - x for all x € R. If 
6{S) C Z{R), then R satisfies 54. 
Proof. For each s G 5, we have 8{s'^) = Q{S)5{S) + 5{s)s = a{s)5{s) + s5{s) — 
{a{s) + s)6{s). Now since 5{s^) G Z{R) and 5{s) ^ 0, we have {a{s) + s) e 
Z{R) for all s € 5. Hence we have for each s E S, either 5{s) = 0 or a ( s )+s G Z{R). 
That is, S is the union of two additive subgroups, one i s { s G 5 | ( 5 ( s ) = 0} and 
the other one is {s G 5 | a{s) + s e Z}. Therefore, either S = {s e S \ 6{s) = 0} 
or 5 = {s G 5 I a{s) + s G Z{R)}. If 5{S) = 0, then R satisfies ^4 by Lemma 
3.2.5. So we assume that a{s) + s e Z{R) for all s E S. By the hypothesis we have 
5{s) = a{s) — s G Z{R) for all s G S. Combining the last two cases, we obtain 
2s G Z{R) for all seS. Hence S C Z{R), as char{R) ^ 2. In view of Lemma 3.2.1, 
R satisfies ^4. 
Corollary 3.2.1. Let i? be a prime ring with involution '*' such that char{R) ^ 2. 
Let a 7^  ;5 be automorphisms of i?, and let b{x) = a{x) - P{x) for all x e R. If 
5{S) C Z{R), then R satisfies 54. 
Theorem 3.2.2. Let i? be a prime ring with involution '*' such that char{R) 7^  2. 
Let a 7^  1 be an automorphism of R, and let S{x) = a{x) - x for all x e R. If 
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S{K) C Z{R), then R satisfies 54. 
Proof. Assume, on the contrary that, R is 54-free. Then S{K) ^ 0 by Lemma 
3.2.6. Let he K be such that 5{h) / 0. Then, we have 
S{[h,k2]) = S{kik2'k2h) 
= a{kik2 - 2^^ :1) - kik2 + A:2^ i 
= a{ki)a{k2) - a{k2)a{ki) - kiki + ^2^1 
= a{ki){a{k2) - fca) - (a(A;2) - A;2)Q(A;I) + {a{kx) - fc^fca - k2{a{ki) - k, 
= a{ki)5{k2) - 5{k2)a{ki) + 6{ki)k2 - kiSih) 
= [a(fcx), 5{k2)] + [5{h), fca] for all fci, ^ 2 G K. 
Hence 
[S{[ki,fcs]) = [a(fci),6{k2)] + [S{ki), ^2] = 0 for all A;i, A;2 € K. 
Therefore a{k) = A; for all fc G [K, K]. Now for k G [K, K], we have 
S{khk) = a{khk) — khk 
= a{k){a{hk) - hk) 
= a{k)S{hk) 
= a{k){a{hk) - hk) 
= a{k)ia{h) - h)a{k) 
= kH{h)eZ{R). 
This implies that A:^  e Z(i?). Consequently [iT, i^] o [K, K] e Z{R). 
Suppose '*' is of the second kind. Then by Lemma 3.2.4, [R, R] o [R, R]<Z Z{R). 
Therefore R satisfies a proper polynomial identity of degree 5 and R satisfies ^4 by 
Kaplansky's theorem as presented by Amitsure [4]. This is a contradiction. So we 
assume that '*' is of the first kind, this is, Z{R) C S. 
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Assume that 5{Z{R)) ^ (0) and choose z G Z{R) such that 5{z) j^ (0). For each 
k e K, we have zk e K and hence S{zk) = a{z)5{k) -\-5{z)k G Z{R). Consequently 
6{z)K C Z{R). But this imphes K C Z{R) and hence R satisfies 54. Which is 
absurd. Therefore 5{Z{R)) = (0) and so a[z) = z for all z e Z{R). Again, let 
ft, e X be such that 5{h) ^ 0. For fc G [K, ii'], we have 
5{hkh) = a{h)5{kh) + 5{h)kh 
= a{h){a{kh) - kh) + 5{h)kh 
= a{h){ka{h) - kh) + 5{h)kh 
= a{h)k6{h) + 5{h)kh 
= {a{h)k + kh)5ih)^Z(R). 
Thus a{h)k + kh G Z(i?) for all k G [/C,/^]. Since S{Z{R)) = (0), we have 5{a{h)k + 
kh) — 0 for all k G [i^, X] and from this, we find that 
5{a{h)k + kh) - 5{a{h))k + kS{h) 
= a{S{h))k + kS{h) (using aS = 5a) 
= S{h)k + kS{h) (using 6{h) G Z{R)) 
= 25{h)k 
= 0 for alU-G [K,K]. 
Consequently, [K, K] = Oas 5{h) ^ 0 and char{R) / 2. Therefore, R satisfies ^4 by 
the Lemma 1.3.5. This is again a contradiction and hence the theorem is proved. 
As a consequence of the above theorem we have the following corollary: 
Corollary 3.2.2. Let i? be a prime ring with involution '*' such that char{R) ^ 2. 
Let a 7^  /3 be automorphisms of R and let 6{x) = a{x) - (3{x) for all x e R. If 
5{K) C Z, then R satisfies ^4. 
Now one can extend Theorem 3.2.1 to more general case as follows: 
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Theorem 3.2.3. Let Rhe a prime ring with involution '*' such that char{R) ^ 2. 
If 5 is a nonzero (a, /9)-derivation of R such that 5(5) C Z{K), then R satisfies 54. 
Proof. Assume, on the contrary, that R is S'4-free. Then (5(5) ^ 0 and Z{R) ^ 0. 
Choose s e S with 5{s) ^ 0. With this s, we have 5{s'^) = a{s)6{s) + 5{s)l3{s) = 
{oi{s) + /3(s))5(s) e Z(i2) and hence a(s) + /3(s) G Z(i?). If t e 5 with 8{t) = 0, 
then since 5{s -\-1) = 6{s) ^ 0, we have a(s + t) + /5(s + t) € .^(i?) and hence 
a{i) + /?(f) 6 Z{R). That is, a(s) + /3(s) G -^(i?) for all s € 5. Consequently, 
/3-ia(s) + s e Z(i?) for all s € 5. 
Let (7(a;) = (5-^(x{x), then a(s) + 5 e Z{R) for all s € 5. Clearly, [G{S),S\ = 0 
for all s e S. This implies that [o-(s),i] + [aifj.s] = 0 for all s,t G S. Now we set 
t = [s, fc], where k G K, then we obtain 
0 = [a(s),[s,fc]] + [a([s,A;]),s] 
= [a{s), [s, k]] + [k, [a{s), s]] + Ms), a(fc)], s] 
= -[s,[k,a{s)]] + [s,[a(k),a{s)]] 
= [sMk)-k,a{s)]] 
= [[a{k) - k, s],s] for all s,ke K. 
Therefore, we have [[cr{k) — k,s] = 0 for all s G 5 and k E K. By Lemma 3.2.3, we 
conclude that a{k)-k G Z{R) for all k G K. But then from Theorem 3.2.2, we have 
a{x) = X for all x G R. That is, a{x) = /3(x) for all x G R. In this case we have 
2s = a(s) + s e Z{R) for all s e S. Hence s G Z(/?) for all s G 5 as char{R) ^ 2. 
Therefore R satisfies 54, which is a contradiction. The proof is now complete. 
Theorem 3.2.4. Let i? be a prime ring with involution '*' such that char{R) / 
2. Let (5 be a nonzero (a, /3)-derivation of R such that <y{S{x)) = S{Q{X)) and 
P{5{x)) = S{p{x)) for all x e R. U S{K) C Z, then R satisfies 54. 
The following lemma is required in the proof of the above theorem: 
Lemma 3.2.7. Let Rhe a. prime ring with involution '*' such that char{R) ^ 2. 
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li a E R and aK G Z{R), then either a = 0 or R satisfies 54. 
Proof; Assume that a 7^  0. li k e K and x e R, then a{kx + x*k) G Z(i?), 
as fcx + x*fc € K. Let x = ah, h e K, then a/ia*fc G Z(R). li ah = 0 for all 
h e K. Then from a(A;x* + xfc) = 0 we obtain axk = 0 for x G i? and k e K. 
Therefore K — (0) and R is commutative. So we assume that ah = 0 for some 
h e K. But then firom a/ia*A; G Z(i?), we have a*k G Z(i?) and ka G Z(/?) for 
all k G fC. Therefore [a, A;] G Z{R) for all k e K. Hence by Lemma 1.3.9, we can 
conclude that either o G Z{R) or R satisfies S^. If a G Z{R), then K C Z(i?) and 
i? again satisfies S^. 
We are now able to establish the proof of Theorem 3.2.4: 
Proof of Theorem 3.2.4, Assume, on the contrary that, R is 54-free. By Lemma 
3.2.6, S{K) 7^  0 and Z{R) 7^  0. If Z{R) D K y^ 0, and A; G Z(R) n K, then 
5([/i, A;]) = 0 for all /i G i^. Expanding this we get 
5{hk -kh)=0 for allheK 
and hence 
a{h)S{k) + S{h)p{k) - a{k)d{h) - 5{k)p{h) = 0 for all heK. 
This impUes that 
a{h)6{k) + P{k)6{h) - a{k)d{h) - p{h)5{k) = 0 for all heK. 
Since S{K) C Z{R), the last expression can be written as 
(a(/i) - Pih))S{k) = {a{k) - (3{k))5{h) G Z for all heK. 
If 5(A;) 7^  (0), then a{h) - (5{h) e Z{R) for all heK. By Corollary 3.2.2, we have 
a{x) — P{x) for all x E R. But then n'^d is a derivation of R and {a'^5){K) C 
Z{R). Again by Lemma L3.9, R satisfies ^4 which is not the case. So we assume that 
5{Z{R)nK) = (0). In this case, if we choose 0 7^  fc € Z{R)r]K, then for each SES, 
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we have 6{ks) = a{k)6{s) 6 Z{R) and hence 5{s) G Z{R). Thus S{S) C Z{R). By 
Theorem 3.2.3, R satisfies ^4 which is absurd. So we assume that Z{R) C S. 
li z e Z{R), k e K, then 5{zk) = a{z)5{k) + S{z)P{k) e Z{R) and hence 
6{z)P{k) e Z{R). Set 5i = p'^S. Then we get Si{z)k G Z{R), for all k e K and 
2 e Z{R). By Lemma 3.2.7, we have 5i{Z{R)) = (0) and hence 5(Z(i?)) = (0). 
This impUes that 6^{K) = (0) and a{z) = /?(z) for all z G Z(i2). 
Using the fact that a5 = 6a and /35 = (!)/5, we obtain 
5^{hk) = 5{a{h)5{k) + 6{h)P{k)) 
= a\h)5\k) + (^(a(/i))/3(5(A;)) + a{5{h))S{(3{k)) + 5\h)(i\k) 
= S{a{h))p{6{k)) + aiS{hMP{k)) 
= 2d{5{h))l3{6{k)) for all h,keK. 
Hence ^^(/ifc) e Z(i2) and so 6^iK o K) C Z{R). 
It was pointed out by Lee & Lee [53, p.255] that the proof of Lemma 3.2.2 which 
generalizes a result of Baxter [15] on K o K reveals that 2"~^i^" C. K ^- K 0 K iox 
each natural number n. As a consequence, for any x ^ K"^, there exists some n such 
that T'xeK + KoK. Therefore T'5'^{x) = 5'^{2"x) E 5^{K + K o K) C Z{R) and 
hence 5^{x) G Z{R) as char{R) 7^  2. So 6\K^) C Z{R). On the other hand, since 
R is 5'4-free. we must have K'^ contains a nonzero ideal / of R. Therefore, for this 
ideal / , we have 5'^{I) C Z. Define a sequence of ideals as follows: 
lo = / , 
h = a{Io) + 5{Io) + (3{Io), 
In = a{In-i) + 6{In-i) + P{In-i), iin>l. 
Let J = lo + h + h + ... + h + Then J is an ideal of R such that a(J) C 
J, (3{J) C J, S{J) C J and 5^{J) C Z{J) = Z{R) n J, the center of J, and hence 
by Theorem 5.1 in [30], we get either (5^(J) = (0) or J be commutative, which is 
absmd. So we may assume that 5'^{J) = (0). Choose k E K with 8{k) 7^  0. Then 
for a; G J we have 
0 = 5'^{xk) = 2a{5{x))l3{5{k)). 
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Hence 5{x) = 0 for all a; G J and so 6{x) = 0 for all x £ R. With this contradiction, 
the theorem is proved. 
§ 3.3 (a, /3)*-DERIVATI0NS 
Motivated by the definition of {a, /3)-derivations, Shakir & Fosner [1] intro-
duced the notion of (a, /?)*-derivations as follows: 
Definition 3.3.1 ((a, /?)*- derivation). Let Rhe a ring with involution '*' and, 
let a, P be endomorphisms of R. An additive mapping d : R —> R is said to be 
(a, /3)*-derivation if 
d{xy) = d{x)a{y*) + (5{x)d{y) holds for all x,y e R. 
Example 3.3.1. Let S be a commutative ring. Next, let 
0^ a b^ 
R^ ( [0 0 c 
.0 0 0, 
a,b,c E: S 
Define a map d : R —> R and a,p,* : R —> R as follows 
/O a b\ /O 0 a\ 
dlo 0 c = 0 0 0 , 
VO 0 0 / VO 0 0/ 
'0 a b\ /O -a -6> 
/ 3 | 0 0 c = 0 0 c 
,0 0 0/ \ 0 0 0 
^0 a b\ /O c b^ 
0 0 c = 0 0 a 
,0 0 0 / \ 0 0 0, 
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Then, it is straightforward to check that d is a {a, /3)*-derivation on R. 
Let 5 be a nonempty subset of R. A function / : R —> R is said to be central-
izing on S if [f{x),x] e Z{R) for all x e S. In the special case when [f{x),x] = 0 
for all X e S, f is said to be commuting on S. Comparing {a, /3)*-derivations with 
commuting mappings on a ring R, it turns out that the notion of (a, /3)*-derivation 
is in a close connection with the commuting mapping on R. A fundamental result in 
this direction is due to Posner (See [77] Posner's second theorem) which states that 
if a prime ring R admits a nonzero centralizing derivation, then R is commutative. 
This result was refined and extended by a number of algebraists (See [17], [21] for 
partial bibliography). 
Recall the definition of left derivation (resp. Jordan left derivation): An additive 
mapping d : R —> R is called a left derivation (resp. Jordan left derivation) if 
d{xy) — xd{y) + yd(x) (resp. d{x'^) = 2xd{x)) holds for all x,y e R. 
In 1990, Bresar &: Vukman [24] showed that a prime ring must be commutative 
if it admits a nonzero left derivation. In the year 2008, Vukman [82, Theorem 2] 
proved that if i? is a 2-torsion free semiprime ring admitting a nonzero Jordan left 
derivation d, then d is a. derivation which maps R into Z{R). Very recently Ashraf 
& Shakh examined a similar problem in the setting of {a, /3)*-derivation and estab-
lished the following result: 
Theorem 3.3.1. Let i? be a semiprime '*'-ring. Suppose that a and 0 are endo-
morphisms of R such that a is surjective. U d : R —y R is an additive mapping 
such that d{xy) = d{x)a{y*) + l3(x)d{y) for all x,y e R, then d maps R into Z{R). 
Proof. Given that d{xy) = d{x)a{y*) + P{x)d{y) for aU x,y e R. Now, compute 
d{xyz) in two different ways. On the one hand, we have 
d{xyz) - d{x{yz)) = d{x)a{z*y*) + 0{x)d{y)a{z*) -f P{xy)d{z) for all x, y, z e R. 
(3.3.1) 
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On the other hand, we find that 
dixyz) = d{{xy)z) = d{x)a{y*z*) + (3{x)d{y)aiz*) + P{xy)d{z) for all x,y,z £ R. 
(3.3.2) 
Comparing (3.3.1) and (3.3.2), we obtain 
d{x)a{[z*,y*]) = 0 for aU x,y,ze R. (3.3.3) 
Replacing z by z* and y by y* in (3.3.3), we get d{x)a{[z, y]) = 0 for all x,y,z € R, 
that is, 
d{x)[a{z),a{y)] = 0 for all x,y, 2 E R. (3.3.4) 
Since a is surjective map on R, the last expression gives that 
d{x)[zi,yi] = 0 for all x,yi,zi G R. (3.3.5) 
Hence, we find that 
[y, d(a;)]2[y, d(3;)] = yd{x)z[y, d{x)] - d{x)yz[y, d{x)] 
= yd{x)zyd{x) - yd{x)zd{x)y - d{x)yzyd{x) + d{x)yzd{x)y 
= yd{x)yzd{x) — yd{x)zd{x)y — yd{x)yzd{x) + yd{x)zyd{x) 
—d{x)yyzd{x) + d{x)yzd{x)y + d{x)yyzd{x) — d{x)yzyd{x) 
= yd{x){yzd{x) - zd{x)y) - yd{x){yz - zy)d{x) - d{x){yyzd{x) 
-yzd{x)y) + d{x){yyz - yzy)d{x) 
= yd{x)[y, zd{x)] - yd{x)[y, z]d{x) - d{x)[y, yzd{x)] 
+d{x)[y, yz]d{x) = 0 for all x,y,ze R. (3.3.6) 
This implies that [y, d{x)\z[y, d{x)] = 0 for all x,y,z e R that is, [y, d{x)]R[y, d{x)] = 
(0) for all x, y G R. Thus, the semiprimeness of R yields that [y, d{x)] = 0 for all 
x,y e R. That is, d maps R into Z{R), as desired. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
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Using similar techniques with necessary variations, we can prove the following 
result: 
Theorem 3.3.2. Let Rhe a. semiprime '*'-ring. Suppose that a and f3 are endo-
morphisms of R such that a is surjective. li d : R —> R is an additive mapping 
such that d{xy) = d{y)a{x*) + (5{y)d{x) for all x,y E R, then d maps R into Z{R). 
Following are immediate consequences of the above theorems: 
Corollary 3.3.1. Let i? be a non-commutative prime '*'-ring. Suppose that Q 
and P are endomorphisms of R such that a is surjective. U d : R —> R is 
an additive mapping such that d{xy) = d{x)a{y*) + P{x)d{y) for all x,y e R or 
d{xy) = d{y)a{x*) + (3{y)d{x) for all x,y e R, then d = 0. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.3.1, we have d{x)[z,y] = 0 for all x,y,z G R. Replacing x 
by yx, we find that d{y)a{x*)[z, y] + l3{y)d{x)[z, y] =0 for all x,y,z ^ R, and hence 
d{y)a{x*)[z,y] = 0 for aU x,y,z e R. Now replace x by x* to get d{y)a{x)[z, y] — 0 
for all x,y,z € R. Since a is surjective map on R, the last expression yields that, 
d{y)w[z,y] = 0 for all w,y,z G R that is, d{y)R[z,y] = (0) for all y,z E R. The 
primeness of R forces that either d{y) = 0 or [z,y] = 0. Now the set of elements 
satisfying these two properties forms additive subgroups of R whose union is R. 
Thus, by using the Braure's trick, we find that either d = 0 or /? is commutative. 
Further, we suppose that d(xy) = d{y)a{x*) + (3{y)d{x) for aU x,y e R. Us-
ing similar approach as above with necessary variations, we get the required result. 
Thus the proof is complete. 
Corollary 3.3.2. Let R he a semisimple ring with involution '*'. Suppose that 
a and P are endomorphisms of R such that a is surjective. If d : R —> R is 
an additive mapping such that d{xy) = d{x)a{y*) + P{x)d{y) for aU x,y E R or 
d{xy) = d{y)a{x*) + I3{y)d{x) for all x,y E R, then d maps R into Z{R). 
Proof. As consequence of Theorem 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 and of the fact that every 
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semisimple '*'-ring is semiprime * ring. 
Corollary 3.3.4. Let i? be a semiprime ring with involution '*'. Suppose that a is 
a surjective endomorphism oi R. \IT : R —v R is an additive mapping such that 
T{xy) = T{x)a{y*) for all x,y e R or T{xy) = T{y)a{x*) for all x,y e R, then T 
maps R in to Z{R). 
§ 3.4 JORDAN (a, /?)*-DERIVATIONS 
In a remarkable paper [46], Herstein introduced the concept of Jordan deriva-
tion as follows: 
Definition 3.4.1 (Jordan derivation). Let R be any ring. An additive mapping 
d : R —> R is said to be a Jordan derivation on R if 
d{x^) = d{x)x + xd{x) for all a; G i?. 
Motivated by the definition of Jordan derivation, Eraser & Vukman [25] defined 
the following notion: 
Definition 3.4.2 (Jordan *-derivation). Let i? be a ring with involution '*'. An 
additive mapping d : R —> R is called a Jordan '*'-derivation if 
d{x^) -— d{x)x* + xd{x) holds for all x e R. 
Inspired by the definition of (a, /3)*-derivation, the notion of Jordan (Q, p)*-
derivation and Jordan triple {a, /3)*-derivation were defined by Shakir & Fosner [1] 
in the following way: 
Definition 3.4.3.(Jordan (a, /3)*-derivation). Let i? be a ring with involution 
'*' and a, /3 be endomorphisms of R. An additive mapping d : R —>• R is said to 
be a Jordan (a, /3)*-derivation if 
d{x^) = d{x)a{x*) + p(x)d(x) holds for all x, G R. 
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Remark 3.4.1. Every (a, /3)'-derivation is a Jordan {a, /3)*-derivation, but the 
converse need not be true in general. The following example justifies this fact. 
Counterexample 3.4.1. Let i? be a ring with involution '*', and let a, P be 
automorphisms of R. Define a map d : R —> R as follows: 
d{x) = aa{x*) - /3(x)a for all x e R. 
Then, d is a Jordan (a, /3)'-derivation, but not a (a, /3)*-derivation on R. 
Definition 3.4.4 (Jordan triple (a, /3)*-derivation). Let R he a. ring with 
involution '*' and a, /? be endomorphisms oi R. An additive mapping d : R —> R 
is called a Jordan triple (a, /3)*-derivation if 
d{xyx) = d{x)a{y*x*) + P{x)d{y)a{x*) + (5[xy)d{x) holds for all x, y e R. 
It can be easily observed that every Jordan (a, /3)'-derivation on a '*'-ring is a 
Jordan triple (a, /3)*-derivation. However, the converse of this statement need not 
be true in general. The following example [1, Example 2.4] shows that the notion of 
Jordan triple (a,/3)*-derivation is a generalization of the notion of Jordan {a,P)*-
derivation. 
Counterexample 3.4.2. Let 5 be a commutative ring. Next, let 
a,b,c e S 
Define a map d : R —> R and a,P,* : R —> R as follows 
R = 
2f-^ f 90 
0^ a h\ /O -a b 
a | 0 0 c j = 0 0 - c 
,0 0 0/ \ 0 0 0 
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0^ a b\ /O -a -6^ 
/ 3 | 0 0 c = 0 0 c 
,0 0 0/ \ 0 0 0 
^0 a bV /O c b\ 
0 0 c = 0 0 a . 
0^ 0 0/ Vo 0 0 / 
It is readily verified that d is a Jordan triple (a, /3)*-derivation, but not a Jordan 
(a, /3)*-derivation on R. 
In the year 2006, Vukman [83] shows that the converse is true in the case of 
6-torsion free semiprime '*'-ring: 
Theorem 3.4.1([83, Theorem]). Let Rhe a 6-torsion free semiprime '*' -ring and 
let d : R —> R be an additive mapping satisfying the relation 
d{xyx) — d{x)y*x* -{- xd{y)x* -f xyd{x) for all x,y ^ R. 
Then d, is a Jordan '*'-derivation. 
Very recently, Shakir & Fosner[l] extended the above mentioned result in the 
setting of Jordan triple (a, /9)*-derivation. In fact, they proved the following result: 
Theorem 3.4.2. Let i? be a 6-torsion free semiprime '*'-ring and let a be an 
endomorphism R and /3 an automorphism oi R. An additive mapping d : R —> R 
is a Jordan (a, /3)*-derivation on R if and only if 
d{xyx) = d{x)a(y*x*) + (3{x)d{y)a{x*) + /3{xy)d{x) for all x,y e R. 
For the proof of the above result we need the following lemma: 
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Lemma 3.4.1. Let i? be a 2-torsion free semiprime '*'-ring and let a be an endo-
morphism of R and P an automorphisna of R. If there exists elements a,b e R such 
that aa{x*b*) + P{bx)a = 0 for all x e R, then a(3{b) = (5{b)a = 0. MR is prime, 
then either a = 0 or (5{b) = 0. 
Proof . By the hypothesis, we have 
aa{x*b*) -f /3(bx)a = 0 for all x e R. (3.4.1) 
Replacing x by ybx in (3.4.1), we obtain 
aa{x*b*y*)a{b*) + P{b)p{ybx)a = 0 for all x,y e R. 
In view of (3.4.1) the last expression yields that 
p{b){P{xby) + P{ybx)}a = 0 for all x,y e R. (3.4.2) 
Taking y = x in (3.4.2) and using the fact that R is 2-torsion free, we find that 
P{bx)P{bx)a = 0 for all x e R. This implies by using (3.4.1) that 
P{bx)aa{x*b*) = 0 for all x e R. (3.4.3) 
Now, taking y = xP''^(a)y in (3.4.2) and using (3.4.1) we have that 
-p{bx)aa{x*b*)P{y)a + p{bx)ap{y)P{bx)a = 0 for all x,y e R. 
In view of (3.4.3), the last expression yields that 
p{bx)aP{y)P{bx)a ^ 0 ior al\x,yeR. 
Since P is an automorphism of R, we find 
P{bx)aRp{bx)a = (0) for all x e R. 
Thus, the semiprimeness of R forces P{bx)a = 0 for all x e R. Hence, the last 
expression implies that P{b)a = 0. 
Similarly, we can prove that aP{b) ~ 0. This proves the lemma. 
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Now we axe well equipped to furnish the proof of our Theorem 3.4.2: 
Proof of Theorem 3.4.2. Suppose that 
d{xyx) = d{x)a{y*x*) + p{x)d{y)a{x*) + Pixy)d{x) (3.4.4) 
for all x,y e R. Replacing y by xyx in (3.4.4) and using (3.4.4), we obtain 
d{x^yx^) = d{x)a{x*y*)a{x*^) + P{x)d{x)a{y*x*^) 
-\-p{x-')d{y)a{x*^) + 0{x^)P{y)d{x)a{x*) + p{x^)p{yx)d{x) (3.4.5) 
for all x,y E R. Again replacing x by x^ in (3.4.4) to get 
d{x^yx^) = d{x^)a{y*)a{x*^) + P{x^)diy)a{x*^) 
+P{x'^)p{y)d{x^) for all x,y E R. (3.4.6) 
On combining (3.4.5) and(3.4.6), we find that 
id{x^) - dix)aix*) - p{x)d{x))a{y*)a{x*^) 
+P{x^y){d{x^) - d{x)a{x*) - P{x)d{x)) = 0 
for all x,y E R. This can be written as 
A{x)aiy*x*"^) + p(x^y)A{x) = 0 (3.4.7) 
for all X, y G i?, where 
A{x) = d{x^) - d{x)a{x*) - P{x)d{x) (3.4.8) 
for all X e R. Using Lemma 3.4.1, we get 
A{x)P{x^) = 0 (3.4.9) 
and 
p{x^)Aix) = 0 (3.4.10) 
for allx e R.Put x = y + x in (3.4.9) to get 
A{x + y)p{x^) + A{x + y)Piy^) + A(x + y)P{xy + yx) ^ 0 (3.4.11) 
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for all X E. R. Now we find 
A{x + y) = d{{x + y)^)-dix + y)a{{x + y)*)-p{x + y)d{x + y) (3.4.12) 
= {d{x^) - d{x)a{x*) - P{x)d{x)) + {d{y^) - d{y)a{y*) - p{y)d{y)) 
+{d{xy + yx) - d{x)a{y*) - d{y)a{x*) - p{x)d{y) - P{y)d{x)) 
= A{x) + Aiy) + B{x,y) 
for all X, y e /?, where 
B{x,y) = d{xy + yx) - d{x)a{y*) - d{y)a{x*) - I3{x)d{y) - (3{y)d{x) 
for all x,y (=. R. 
On combining (3.4.9), (3.4.11) and (3.4.12) we find that 
A{x)P{y^) + A{y)(3{x') + B{x, y)P{x') + B{x, y^y^)-^ 
A{x)(5{xy + yx) + A{y)(5{xy + yx) + B{x, y)l5{xy + yx) = 0 (3.4.13) 
for all x,y G R. 
Replacing x by —x in (3.4.13) and using the fact that A{—x) = A{x) and B{—x, y) = 
-B{x,y), we get 
A{x)p{y') + A{y)(3{x') - B{x,y)p{x') - Bix,y)P{y') 
-A{x)p(xy + yx) - A{y)(3{xy + yx) + B{x, y)(5{xy + yx) = 0 (3.4.14) 
for all x,y €: R. 
FYom (3.4.13) and (3.4.14) we obtain 
2{B{x,y)P{x^) + B{x,y)p{y^) + A{x)p{xy + yx) + A{y)P{xy + yx)} = 0 
for all x,y G R. Since R is 6-torsion free, the above relation yields that 
B(x, y)/3(x2) + B(x, y)(5{y'') + A{x)p{xy + yx) 
+A{y)l3{xy + yx)^0 (3.4.15) 
for all x,y G R. 
Further, replace x by 2x in (3.4.15) and use the fact that B{2x,y) = 2B{x,y) and 
A{2x) = 4^(x) to get 
4B(x,y)/3(x^) + B(x,y)/?(y2) 
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+4.A{x)B{xy + yx) + A{y)(5{xy + yx) = 0 (3.4.16) 
for all X, y € R-
On subtracting (3.4.15) from (3.4.16) and using the fact that R is 6-torsion free we 
obtain that 
5(x, y)l3{x'^) + A{x)(5{xy + yx) = 0 (3.4.17) 
for all x,y E R. 
Right multiplying equation (3.4.17) by A(x) we have 
B{x, y)p{x'^)Aix) + A{x)p{xy + yx)A{x) = 0 (3.4.18) 
for all x,y £ R. 
Using (3.4.10) in (3.4.18) we have 
A{x)p{xy)A{x) + Aix)Piyx)A{x) = 0 (3.4.19) 
for all x,y € R. 
Put y = yx in (3.4.19), we have 
A{x)p{x)P{y)P{x)A{x) + Aix)p{y)p{x')A{x) = 0 (3.4.20) 
for all x,y E R. 
In view of (3.4.10) the last relation reduces to 
A(x)Pix)p{y)Pix)Aix) = 0. 
which yields 
Pix)A{x)p{x)RP{x)A{x)p{x) = (0) 
for all X e R. 
Now semiprimeness of R implies that 
P{x)A{x)P{x) = 0 (3.4.21) 
for all X G R. 
Again miiltiplying (3.4.19) by p{x) from the right and using (3.4.21) we find 
Aix)p{x)Piy)A{x)Pix) = 0 
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for all x,y £ R. 
Since p is an automorphism and R is semiprime, the last expression yields that 
A{x)l3{x) = 0 (3.4.22) 
for all xeR. Using (3.4.22) in relation (3.4.17) we find that 
Bix,y)f3{x^) + A{x)f3{y)P{x) = Q 
for all x,y e R. Right multiplying by A{x) to above relation gives 
A{x)P{y)l3{x)A{x) = 0 (3.4.23) 
for all X, y e /?. This implies that 
p{x)A{x)f3{ymx)Aix) = 0 
for all x,y E R. 
Since R is semiprime and /3 is an automorphism of R, we conclude that 
0ix)A{x) = 0 (3.4.24) 
for all X e R. Replacing x by z + y in (3.4.22) and using (3.4.22) and (3.4.24), we 
obtain 
Aiy)P{x) + B{x, y)P{y) + A{x)p{y) + B{x, y)/3(x) = 0 
for all x,y E R. 
Further replacing x by —x in the above equation we get 
-A{y)P{x) - B{x,y)P{y) + A{x)P{y) + B{x,y)P{x) = 0 
for all x,y E R. 
Adding last two equations and iising the fact that R is 6-torsion free we find that 
A{x)P{y) + B{x,y)P{x) = 0 
for all x,y e R. 
Multiplying the last equation by A{x) from right and applying (3.4.24) we arrive at 
A{x)P{y)A(x) = 0 
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for all x,y € R. Since /? is an automorphism and R is semiprime the last relation 
implies that A{x) = 0 for all x € R. So, d{x^) = d(x)a{x*) + P{x)d{x), for all x e R. 
Hence, d is a Jordan (a, /9)*-derivation on R. 
Conversely, suppose that d(x^) = d{x)a(x*) + P{x)d{x) for all x G i?. 
Then the linearization of the last expression yields. 
d{xy + yx) = d{x)a{y*) + P{x)d{y) + d{y)a{x*) + (5{y)d{x) (3.4.25) 
for all x,y G R. 
Again replacing y by xy + yx in (3.4.25) and using (3.4.25) we get 
L.H.S = d{x{xy + yx) + {xy + yx)x) 
= d{x'^y + xyx + xyx + yx"^) 
= d{x'^y + yx^) + 2d{xyx) 
= d{x^)a{y*) + /5(x2)d(y) + d{y)a{x^*) + P{y)d{x^) + 2d{xyx) 
= {d{x)a{x*) + (3{x)d{x))a{y*) + f3{x^)d{y) + d{y)a{x*'') + (3{y){d{x)a{x*) 
+I5{x)d{x)) + 2d{xyx) 
= d{x)a{x*y*) + (3{x)d{x)a{y*) + l3{x^)d{y) + d{y)a{x*^) + 0{y)d{x)a{x*) 
-\-(5{yx)d{x) + 2d{xyx) for all x,y e R. 
And 
R.H.S — d{x)a{{xy + yx)*) + j3{x)d{xy + yx) + d{xy + yx)a{x*) + I3{;xy + yx)d{.r) 
= d{x){a{y*x*) + a{x*y*)) + (5{x){d{x)a{y*) + (5{x)d[y) + d{y)a{x*) + d{^i)d{ 
+{d{x)a{y*) + P{x)d{y) + d{y)a{x*) + P(y)dix))a{x*) + {p{xy) + Piyx))d{ 
= d{x)a{y*x*) + d{x)a{x*y*) + p{x)d{x)a{y*) + P^{x)d{y) + I3{x)d{y)a{x') 
+0ix)f3{y)d{x) + dix)aiy*)aix*) + P{x)d{y)a{x*) + d{y)a{x*)^ 
+P{y)d{x)a{x*) + 0{xy)d{x) + f3{yx)d{x) for all x,y e R. 
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On compering the above two expressions we obtain 
2d{xyx) = 2{d{x)a{y*x*) + P{x)d(y)a{x*) + p{xy)d{x)) for all z,y € R. 
Since char{R) ^ 2, the last relation reduces to 
d{xyx) = d{x)a{y*x*) + P{x)d{y)a{x*) + P{xy)d{x) for all x,y e R. 
That is, d is a Jordan triple (a, /3)*-derivation on R. This completes the proof of 
our theorem. 
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CHAPTER-04 
ON COMMUTATIVITY OF a-PRIME RINGS WITH 
INVOLUTION 
§ 4.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter is based mainly on the work of Bresax [21], Mayne [65], [66], [67], 
[68], Park & Jung [76], Posner [77], and Oukhtite & Salhi [71], [73], [74] etcetera. 
Throughout this chapter Sa„ (R) will denote the set of symmetric and skew sym-
metric elements of R that is, Sa„{R) = {x e R\ a{x) = ± x}. A mapping / : R —>• R 
is said to be centralizing on a subset 5 of i? if [/(s),5] € Z{R) for all s € 5, where 
Z{R) denotes the centre of R. In the special case where [/(s), s] = 0 for all s € 5, the 
mapping / is said to be commuting on S. 
Section 4.2 deals with the study of centralizing derivations and automorphisms de-
fined on (7-prime rings. A well known theorem due to Posner [77] states that if a prime 
ring R has a non-trivial centralizing derivation, then the ring must be commutative. 
The same result was obtained for centralizing automorphisms by Mayne [68]. In the 
end of this section some results due to Oukhtite and Salhi [73] for a-prime ring are 
given. Further, in the subsequent sections a more general results due to Oukhtite & 
Salhi [74] are included. Section 4.3 is based on the work of Bell [17], Herstein [42] and 
Oukhtite & Salhi [71] in which the structure of cr-prime rings have been discussed. 
§ 4.2 a-IDEALS A N D DERIVATIONS IN a-PRIME RINGS 
We begin our discussion with the following definition: 
Definition 4.2.1 (<j-prime ring). A ring R equipped with an involution 'a ' is said 
to be a-prime if aRb — aR(r{b) = (0) implies that a = 0 or 6 = 0. 
Remarke 4.2.1. Every prime ring with involution V ' is cr-prime, but the converse is 
in general not true. 
Definition 4.2.2 ((7-ideal). Let i? be a ring with involution 'a '. An ideal 7 of i? is 
a a-ideal of R, if I is invariant under 'a '. That is, a{I) = I. 
A famous result due to Posner [77] states that a prime ring R must be commuta-
tive if it has a non-trivial centralizing derivation. This result was further extended by 
Mayne [68] for automorphism. 
Theorem 4.2.1 ([68 , Theorem]). If i? is a prime ring with a non- trivial centraliz-
ing automorphism, then i? is a commutative integral domain. 
In the year 1982, Mayne [67] extended the above result and established that the 
underlying automorphism or derivation needs only to be centraUzing and invariant on 
a nonzero ideal in order to ensure the commutativity of a prime ring. It was also shown 
that, if the prime ring R of characteristic different from two, then the mapping needs 
only to be centralizing and invariant on a nonzero Jordan ideal. In fact he proved the 
following: 
Theorem 4.2.2 [67, Theorem]. Let Rhe a prime ring and 7 be a nonzero ideal of 7?. 
If 7? has a non-trivial automorphism or derivation T such that uT{u) — T{u)u is in the 
center of 7? and T{u) is in 7, for every u in 7, then 7? is commutative. 
Later in the year 1984, Mayne [66] pointed out that the ideal invariant assumption 
is unnecessary in the above theorem and he proved that the existence of a non-trivial 
automorphism or derivation which is centralizing on a nonzero ideal in a prime ring R 
imphes that the ring 7? must be commutative. 
Theorem 4.2.3 [66, Theorem]. Let Rhe a prime ring and 7 be a nonzero ideal of 7?. 
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If L is a non-trivial automorphism or derivation of R such that xL{x) - L{x)x is in the 
center of R for every a; in / . Then the ring R is commutative. 
Motivated by the work of Posner (Posner's second theorem) mentioned above, 
Oukhtite & Salhi [73] estabUshed the following result: 
Theorem 4.2.4. Let i? be a a-prime ring with char{R) ^ 2. Let / be a nonzero a-
ideal of R and d be a nonzero derivation of R which commutes 'a '. If [d(x), x] G Z{R) 
for all X e R, then R is commutative. 
The following lemmas are essential for developing the proof of the above theorem: 
Lemma 4.2.1. Let i? be a a-prime ring with char{R) ^ 2. Let / be a nonzero cr-ideal 
of R. li a,b E R are such that alb = (0) = ala{b), then a = 0 or b = 0. 
Proof. Suppose a ^ 0, there exists some x e / such that ax ^ 0. Indeed other-
wise we have, 
aRx = (0) and aRa{x) — (0) for all x E I. 
Hence, we get a = 0. Since alRb = (0) and aIRa{b) = (0), we obtain 
axRb = axRa{b) = (0) for all x E I. 
In view of the cr-primeness of R, the last relation yields that b = 0. 
Lemma 4.2.2. Let fi be a a-prime ring with char{R) ^ 2. Let / be a nonzero cr-ideal 
of R and d be a nonzero derivation on R, which commutes with V '. If [x, R\Id{x) = (0) 
for all X G / , then R is commutative. 
Proof. Let x G 7. Since i = x - a{x) G / , then {t,r\ld{t) = (0) for all r G R. 
As t G Sa^{R), we find that 
[t,r]Id{t) = (0) = a{[t,r])Id{t) for all r e R. 
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According to Lemma 4.2.1, we have 
d{t) = 0 or [r, f] = 0 for all r e R. 
If d{t) = 0, then d{x) = d{a{x)) = a{d{x)). Therefore, we have 
(0) = {x,r]Idix) = [x,r]Ia{d{x)). 
Thus d{x) = 0 or [r, x] = 0 for all r e R,hy Lemma 4.2.L Consequently, either d{x) = 0 
or X € Z{R). If [r,t] = 0 for all r e R, then t € Z(i?) and thus [x,r] = [(T{x),r] for all 
r e R. Hence 
[x,r]Id{x) = (0) = ai[x,r])Id{x) for all r e R. 
In view of Lemma 4.2.1, the above expression forces that d{x) = 0 or x G Z{R). In 
conclusion, for each x € / either d{x) = 0 or x G Z{R). Let us consider Gi = {x G 
/ I d{x) = 0} and G2 = {a; G / | x G Z{R)}. Then, it is clear that Gi and G2 are the 
additive subgroups of / such that / = Gi U G2. But a group can't be the union of two 
of it's proper subgroups and hence I = Gi ov I = G2. If / = Gi, then d{x) = 0 for 
all X G / . Now for any s E R, replace x by xs to get d{x)s + xd(s) = 0 for all x G / . 
This gives xd{s) = 0 for all x G / and hence Id{s) = (0) for all s G /?. In particular, 
we have 
(0) = lld{s) = (7{l)Id{s) for all s e R. 
Therefore by Lemma 4.2.1 we get d = 0, a contradiction. On the other hand if / = G2, 
then / C Z{R). Let r, 5 G i? and x G / . Prom rsx = rxs = srx, we conclude that 
[r, s]I = (0) and then 
[r, s]Il = [r, s]Ia{l) = (0) for all r,s e R. 
As 0 7^  1, in view of Lemma 4.2.1, we get [r, s] = 0 for all r,s e R. This proves that R 
is a commutative ring. 
Lemma 4.2.3. Let Rhe a a-prime ring with char{R) ^ 2. Let / be a nonzero a-ideal 
of R and rf be a nonzero derivation on R, which commutes with 'a '. If [d(x), x] = 0 
for all X G / , then R is commutative. 
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Proof. Linearizing the relation [d{x),x\ = 0, we obtain 
[d{x),y] + [d{y),x] = 0 for all x,yel. (4.2.1) 
In (4.2.1) replacing y by yx, and using the fact that [d{x),x] = 0 we find that 
[d{x),y]x + [d{y),x]x + [y,x]d{x) = 0 for all x,yel. 
In view of (4.2.1), the above expression reduces to 
[y,x]d{x) - 0 for all x,yel. (4.2.2) 
Thus for any r e i?, we see that 0 = [x, ry]d{x) = r[x, y]d{x) + [x, r]yd{x) = [x, r]yd{x) 
and hence [x,r]Id{x) = (0) for sllr £ R, x e I. Therefore according to Lemma 4.2.2 
we have [x, r] = 0 for all r 6 i? and x E I, which shows that R is commutative. 
Lemma 4.2.4. Let i? be a cr-prime ring with char{R) ^ 2. Let d be a derivation of R 
satisfying da = ±ad, and / be a nonzero a-ideal of R. If d^{I) = (0), then d = 0. 
Proof. For any a; G / , we have d'^{x) = 0. Replacing x by xy, we obtain 
d^(x)j/ + 2d{x)d{y) + xd^{y) = 0 for all x,y e I. 
Using the fact that d^{I) = (0) together with char{R) ^ 2, we find that d{x)d{y) = 0 
for all x,y G / . If we replace x by xz where z G I, in the last equality, we get 
d{x)zd{y) = 0 for all x,y,z G / . This implies that d{x)Id{y) = (0) for all x,y G I. 
Since d commutes wjih V ', we have that d{x)Id{a{y)) = 0 for all x,y E I and hence 
d{x)Ia{d{y)) — 0 for all x,y G I. Therefore by Lemma 4.2.1 we get 
d{x) = 0 for all x G / . (4.2.3) 
Replacing x by xr in (4.2.3) we obtain d{x}r + xd{r) — 0 for all x G / , r G R. There-
fore we have xd{r) = 0 and hence IRd{r) = (0) for all r e R. Since / is a nonzero 
(T-ideal of R and R is cr-prime, the last relation yields that d{r) = 0 for all r E R, and 
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consequently d = 0. 
Lemma 4.2.5. Let i? be a cr-prime ring with char{R) 7^  2, and let rfi and ^2 be 
derivations of R such that dia — ±crdi and 0^20" = ±crd2- If / 7^  (0) is a cr-ideal of R 
such that d2{I) C I and did2{I) - (0), then di = 0 or ^2 = 0. 
Proof. Let u,v E. I; then we have 
0 = did2{uv) 
- di{d2{u)v + ud2{v)) 
= did2{u) + d2(u)di{v) + di{u)d2{v) + udid2{v) 
= d2{u)di{v) + di{u)d2{v) for all u,v e I. (4.2.4) 
Replacing u by d2{u) in (4.2.4), we get 
d2{d2{u))di{v) + di{d2{u))d2{v) = 0 for all u,v e I 
and hence 
dl{u)di{v) = 0 for all u,v e I. (4.2.5) 
Replace v by tiu; in (4.2.5) and using (4.2.5), we obtain 
dl{u)vdi{w) = 0 for all u,v,w E I. 
Then it follows that d2{u)Idi{w) = (0) for all u,w e / . The fact that a(/) = / 
combined with dia = ±adi yields that 
dl{u)Idi{w) = dl{u)Ia(di{w)) = 0 for all u,w e I. 
Thus by Lemma 4.2.1 we conclude that either di{w) - 0 for all K; G / , so that di = 0 
or dl{u) = 0 for all ue I.li d^iu) ^ 0 for all uE I,we obtain from Lemma 4.2.4 that 
d2 = 0. 
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Lemma 4.2.6. Let i? be a cr-prime ring with char{R) ^ 2. Let d be a nonzero deriva-
tion of R which commutes with 'a ', and J be a nonzero cr-ideal oi R. U a e ID Sa,{R) 
is such that [d{I),a] C Z{R), then a G Z{R). 
Proof. By the assumption, we have 
[d(a^),a] = [d{a)a + ad{a),a\ 
= [d{a)a, a] + [ad{a), a] 
= d(a)[a, a] + [d{a), a]a + a[d{a), a] + [a, a]d{a) 
= 2a[d{a),o]. 
Since char{R) ^ 2, the above relation forces that a[d{a),a\ E Z{R). This imphes 
[d{a),a\R[a,r\ = 0 for all r e R. Since a e Sa„{R), so we have 
[d{a),a]R[a,r] = [d{a),a]Ra{[a,r]) = (0) for all r e R. 
Hence a € Z{R) or [d(a),a] = 0. Suppose that [d{a), a] = 0. By our hypothesis we see 
that 
[d([a,u]),a] = l{d{a),u] + [a,d{u)],a] 
= [[d{a),u],a\ + [[a,d{u)],a] 
= [[d{a),u],a\, 
as [[a, d(w)],a] = 0. This forces that [[d(a),M],a] € Z{R) for all u e I. Replacing u by 
au in the last relation we obtain a[[d(a),w],a] e Z{R) for u E I. Hence, for r E R, v/e 
have 
ra[[of(a),u],a] = a[[(i(a),u],a]r = ar[[d{a),u],a] for all u E I, 
so that [r, a][[d(a), w], a] = 0 for al\u€ I and r e R. Let ^ G R, from [rt, a\[[d{a), u], a] = 
0, we obtain [r,a]^[[d(a),tf],a] = 0 and hence [r,a]7?[[d(a), w],o] = 0 for all u G / and 
r e R. As ae Sa^(R), then 
[r,a]R[[d{a),u],a] = ai[r,a])R[[dia),u],a] = (0) 
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and the cr-primeness of R yields a € Z(R) or [[d(a), u], a] = 0 for all u e I. If 
[[d(a),it],a] = 0, then 
[d(a), [u, a]] = [d{a),ua - au] 
= [d{a),ua] — \d{a),au\ 
= u[d{a),a\ + [d{a), u\a ~ a[d{a),u\ - [d{a), a]u 
= [u,[d{a),a\] + [[d[a),u\,a] 
= 0 for all u G / 
that is, dd{a)da{u) = 0 for all u G / where d^ is the inner derivation induced by z 
that is, dz{x) = \x,z]. In view of Lemma 4.2.5, the fact that dd{a){.I) C / combined 
with ada = ±dacr and add{a) — ^dd{a) yields do = 0 or dd{a) = 0 so that a e Z{R) or 
d{a) e Z{R). Let us now suppose that d{a) G Z{R); then we have 
[d{au),a\ — d{a)[u,a] + a[d{u),a\ for all u E I. 
The last expression forces that d{a)[u,a] + a[d{u),a] G Z{R) for all u e I. Then we 
have 
0 = [d(a)['u,a] + a[d{u),a],a] = rf(a)[[u,a],a] for all u G / . 
Which gives that d{a)R[[u, a],a] = (0) for aU u e I. Since a G Saa{R) and rf commutes 
with 'a ', then d{a)R[[%a],a] = a{d{a))R[[u,a],a] = (0) and the a-primeness of R 
yields d{a) = 0 or [[ii,o],a] = 0 for all u G / . If [[u,a],a] = 0 for all u e I, then 
the inner derivation da satisfies dl{I) = 0. Since dacr = ±ada, according to Lemma 
4.2.4, we conclude that da ^ 0 which gives a G Z{R). If d{a) = 0, then a[d{u),a] = 
[d{au),a] G Z{R) which forces [a,r]R[d{u),a] - (0) for all w G / , r € R. We then 
have that a G Z(R) or [d(u),al = 0 for ail u G / , Suppose that [rf(ii),a] = 0 for all 
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u ^ I, then we have 
0 = [d(M[f,a]),a] 
= [d{u)[v,a] + ud{[v,a]),a] 
= [d{u)[v, a],a] + [ud{[v, a]),a] 
= [d{u)[v,a],a\ 
= d{u)[[v, a],a] + [d{u), a\[v, a] 
= d{u)[[v,a],a] for a l l 'U ,v€ / . (4.2.6) 
Replacing u by uw in (4.2.6) and using (4.2.6) we get 
d{u)w[[v,a\,a] = Q for all u,v,wel, 
and whence 
d{u)I[[v,a],a\ = (0) — a{d{u))I[[v,a],a] for all u,vel. 
Since d ^ 0, according to Lemma 4.2.1, [[v, a], a] = 0, so that dl{v) = 0 for all v e I. 
Application of Lemma 4.2.4 yields that d„ = 0 and hence a e Z{R). 
Proof of Theorem 4.2.4. Suppose that [d(x), x] G Z{R) for all x G / . The hneariza-
tion of the last expression jdelds that 
[d{x),y\^[d{y),x\eZ{R) for a l l x . y G / . 
Replacing y by x^, we get 
[d{x), x^] + [d{x)x + xd{x), x] e Z{R) for all xel. 
This implies that 
x[d{x), x] + [d{x),x\x + [d(x), x\x + d(a;)[x, x] + [x, x]d(x) + x[d{x),x] € Z(i?) 
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and hence 
x[d{x), x] + [d{x),x]x + [d{x), x]x + x[d{x), x] G Z{R) for all x e I. 
Therefore x[d{x),x] € Z{R) for all x E I. Thus, for any r G i?, we have 
rx[d{x),x] = x[d{x),x]r = xr[d{x),x] 
and so 
[r,x][(i(x),x] = 0 for all x e I. 
In particular, we obtain [d{x),x]'^ = 0 for all a; G / , so as [d{x), x] e Z{R) we then have 
[d{x),x\R[d{x),x]a{[d{x),x\) = (0) for all xel. 
The fact that [d{x),x]a{[d{x),x]) € Sa„{R) combined with the a-primeness of R yields 
[d{x),x]=0 or [d{x),x]a{[d{x),x]) ^0 fov all X e I. 
Suppose that [d{x),x]a{[d{x),x]) — 0, then 
\d{x),x\Ra{\d{x),x\) = [d{x),x]R[d{x),x] = (0) for all x e I. 
Again using cr-primeness of R we get [d{x), x] = 0. In both the cases we have 
[d(x),a;] = 0 for all x G / . 
Application of Lemma 4.2.3 yields the required result. 
For the special case of a generalized inner derivation / of a ring R, that is, 
f{x) = ax + xb with a,b E R, Bresar [21] remarked that the condition that / is 
centralizing on a subset S of R can be written in the form d{x)x - xg{x) e Z{R) for 
all X € 5, where d (resp. g) is the inner derivation induced by a (resp. 6), that is, 
d{x) = [a,x] and g{x) = [x,h]. Motivated by this observation, Bresar introduced a 
more general concept than centralizing derivations by considering the situation when 
derivations / and ^ of a prime ring R satisfy f{x)x - xg{x) G Z{R) for all x in some 
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distinguished subset S of R. He proved that a prime ring R equipped with a nonzero 
derivation / and a derivation g satisfying f{x)x — xg{x) € Z{R) for all x in a nonzero 
left ideal U of i?, must be commutative. Oukhtite and Salhi [73] proved the similar 
result in the setting of a-prime rings, which states as follows: 
Theorem 4.2.5. Let i? be a cr-prime ring such that char{R) 7^  2, and / be a nonzero 
ideal of R. Suppose there exists derivations di and ^2 which commute with 'a ' such 
that di{x)x - xd2{x) e Z{R) for all x e I. If (^ 2 7^  0, then R is commutative. 
Proof. If / n Z{R) = (0); as di{x)x - xd2{x) e I D Z{R), then di{x)x = xd2{x) 
for all X € / . Linearizing this equality we get 
di{x)x + di{x)y + di{y)x + di{y)y = xd2{x) + xd2{y) + yd2{x) + yd2{y). 
This implies that 
di{x)y + di{y)x = xd2{y) + yd2{x) for all x,y e I. (4.2.7) 
Replace y by yx in (4.2.7), the fact that di{x)x = xd2{x) combined with (4.2.7) forces 
that 
[x,yd2{x)] - 0 for all x,yel. (4.2.8) 
Again, replacing y by ry in (4.2.8), where r G i?, we get [x,r]yd2{x)] = 0 for all 
X E I,r E R and hence 
[x,R]Id2{x) = {Q) for all x G/ . 
Since ^2 is nonzero and in view of Lemma 4.2.2, we conclude that R is commutative. 
Now assume that InZ{R) ^ 0. Let c G /nZ( i2) ; we can suppose that cr(c) = ±c. 
Indeed, if a(c) 7^  c, we consider t = c - a{c), then i G / n Z(i?) and a{t) = -t. 
Linearizing the relation di{x)x - xd2{x) G Z[R) we find that 
di{x)x + di{x)y + di(y)a; + di{y)y - xd2{x) - xd2{y) - yd^x) - yd2{y) G Z{R) 
and hence 
di{x)y + di{y)x - xd2{y) - yd2{x) G Z{R) for all x, y G / . (4.2.9) 
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Replacing y by c in (4.2.9) and using the fact that ^2(0) G Z{R), we get 
c{di{x)-d2{x)) + {di{c)-d2{c))xeZ{R) for all x e 7. (4.2.10) 
Taking y = c ,^ in (4.2.9), we obtain 
c(di(c) - d2{c))x + c{c{di{x) - d2{x)) + (di(x) - d2{x))x} € Z{R) for all x G / . 
In view of (4.2.10), the above expression reduces to 
c(di(c) - d2{c))x e Z{R) for all x e J. 
Since / is a a-ideal, so we have 
c{di{c) - d2{c))R[x,r] = (0) = c(di(c) - d2{c))Ra{\x,r]) for all x G J, re R. 
Hence the cr-primeness of R forces that either [x,r] = 0 or c(di(c) - rf2(c)) = 0. If 
[x,r] = 0 for all X G / , r e i?, then / C Z{R). Also if [x,r] = 0, then d{[x,r]) = 0 
that is, [d(x),r] + [x,d(r)] = 0. This implies [<i(x),r] = 0, therefore R is commutative 
by Lemma 4.2.3. Further if c{di(c) — ^2(0)) = 0, then we have rfi(c) = d2{c). Now 
if di{c) = d2{c), then in view of (4.2.10) we get c(di(x) - d2{x)) G Z{R) and so 
(/i(x) - ^2(3:) e ^(i?) for all xel. Therefore d{I) C Z{R) where d = di-d2. lid^Q, 
then it follows from Lemma 4.2.3 that R is commutative. If di = ^2, then 
(ii(x)x — xdi{x) = [di(x),x] G 2'(i?) for all x G / . 
Thus in view of Theorem 4.2.1, we are forced to conclude that R is commutative. 
In the year 2003, Park and Jung [76] showed that if a prime ring R such that 
char{R) ^ 2 has a nonzero derivation d such that [ad(x),x] = 0 for all x G i?, then 
a = 0 or i? is commutative. Motivated by this result Oukhtite and Salhi [73] obtained 
the following result in the setting of cr-prime rings. 
Theorem 4.2.6. Let i? be a cr-prime ring with char{R) ^ 2, I he a nonzero a-ideal 
of R and dy^Ohe a derivation of R which commutes with V '. If [ad{x),x] = 0 for all 
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X e I, then a = 0 or i? is commutative. 
Proof. By the assumption, we have 
[ad{x),x] = 0 for aU X G / . (4.2.11) 
Linearization of equation (4.2.11) yields that 
[ad{x),x] + [ad{y),x] + [ad{x),ij] + [ad{y),y] = 0 for all x,y e R. (4.2.12) 
Using the relation (4.2.11), we get 
[ad{x),y] + [ad{y),x] = 0 for a\\x,yel. (4.2.13) 
Replace yhyyx, to get 
[ad{x),yx] + [ad{y)x,x] + [ayd{x),x] = 0 for all x,y & I, 
hence 
[ad(x),y\x + [ac?(y),x\x + ay[d{x),x] + [ay,x\d{x) = 0 for all x,y ^ I. 
In view of (4.2.13), we conclude that 
ay[d{x),x] + a[y,x]d{x) + [a,x]yd{x) — 0 for all x,y e I. (4.2.14) 
Replacing y by ay in (4.2.14), we get 
a'^y[d{x),x] + a^[y,x]d{x) + a[a,x]yd{x) + [a,x]ayd{x) = 0 for all x,y ^ I. 
Application of (4.2.14) gives that [a,x]ayd{x) = 0 for all x,y e I and therefore 
[a,x]ald{x) = (0) for all x e I. (4.2.15) 
If X G / n Sa„{R), then [a,x]ald{x) = [a,x]ala{d{x)) = (0) and Lemma 4.2.1 gives 
d{x) = 0 or [a,x]a = 0. For any y E I; as y + a{y) e I n Sa,{R), we have that 
(i{y + (^(y)) = 0 or [a,y + a{y)]a = 0. If d{y + a{y)) = 0, then d{y) = -a{d{y)) and 
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so d{y) = 0 or [a,y]a = 0 by (4.2.15). We now suppose [a,y + a{y)]a = 0; similarly as 
y - a{y) elH Sa,{R) either d{y - a{y)) = 0 or [a,y - a{y)]a = 0. If d{y - a{y) = 0, 
then d{y) = cr{d{y)) and, using (4.2.15), we see that d{y) = 0 or [a,y]a = 0. 
If [a,y- a{y)]a = 0, then 0 = [a,y - a{y)]a + [a,y + a{y)]a = [a,y]a - [a,a{y)]a + 
[a, y]a+[a, (T{y)]a = 2[a,y]a, and since char{R) 7^  2, we have [a,y]a = 0. Therefore the 
additive group / is the union of two subgroups A and B, where A — {x e I \ d{x) — 0} 
and B = {x e I \ [a, x]a = 0}. But an additive group can't be the union of two of it's 
proper subgroups. Thus I = A or I = B. li I = A that is, d{x) = 0 for all x e I, 
then for any r G fi, 0 = d{rx) - d{r)x + rd{x) = d{r)x for all x G / . This implies that 
d{r)I = (0) and Lemma 4.2.1 gives d = 0, a contradiction. Consequently I = B and 
so [a,x]a = 0 for all x e I. In this replace x by xy where y E I, we get [a,x]ya = 0 
and hence [a,x]Ia = (0) = [a,x]Ia{a). According to Lemma 4.2.1, we obtain a = 0 or 
a e Z{R). If 0 7^  a G Z{R), we obtain [ad{x),x] = a[d{x),x] = 0 for all x G / , and 
thus 
aR[d{x),x] = (0) = a{a)R[d{x),x] for all x G / . 
But R is cr-prime so we are forced to conclude that [d(x),x] = 0 for all x G / . Thus, 
by Lemma 4.2.3, R is commutative. This proves the theorem. 
Theorem 4.2.7. Let Rhe a, cr-prirae ring with char{R) 7^  2, / be a nonzero cr-ideal of 
R and d a nonzero derivation such that ad — da. If d{I) C / and \d{T),d{l)\ C Z{R), 
then R is commutative. 
Proof. Let / / 0 be a a-ideal of R with [d{I),d{I)] C Z{R). Applying Lemma 
2.4.6, we get d{I)nSaAR) C Z{R). Hence 
d{u + a{u)) e Z{R) and d{u - a{u)) e Z{R) for all uel. 
Therefore it follows that 2d{u) G Z{R) for all u e l . Thus d{I) C Z{R). Since 
char{R) ^ 2. In particular, [d{x),x] = 0 for all x G / and by using Lemma 4.2.3, we 
conclude that R is commutative. 
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As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.2.7, we have the following corollary. 
CorollEiry 4.2.1. If d is a nonzero derivation of R which commutes with 'a ' and 
satisfying 0 ^ (f{I) C Z{R) for a nonzero cr-ideal / of R, then R is commutative. 
Proof. Let u,v e I, then (P{[u,v]) = 2[d{u),d{v)] G Z{R) and as char{R) 7^  2, 
we are forced to conclude that [d{I), d{I)] C Z{R). Accordingly, R is commutative by 
Theorem 4.2.7. 
§ 4.3 DERIVATIONS AND COMMUTATIVITY OF a-PRIME RINGS 
In [39] Herstein proved that if i? is a prime ring with char{R) ^ 2, which has a 
nonzero derivation d such that [d{x), d{y)] = 0 for all x,y €. R, then R is commutative. 
Motivated by this result, Bell [17] studied derivation d satisfying d{xy) = d{yx) for all 
x,y e R. These results were generalized by many authors in several ways. Very re-
cently Oukhtite and Salhi [71] extended the above mentioned results for a-prime rings. 
More precisely, they obtained the following results. 
Theorem 4.3.1. Let Rhe a, 2-torsion free a-prime ring and let / be a nonzero a-ideal 
of R. If R admits a nonzero derivation d such that [d{x),d{y)] = 0 for all x, y e / and 
d commutes with 'a ', then R is commutative. 
Theorem 4.3.2. Let i? be a 2-torsion free cr-prime ring and let / be a nonzero a-ideal 
of R. If R admits a nonzero derivation d such that d{xy) = d{yx) for all x,y e I and 
d commutes with 'a ', then R is commutative. 
In order to prove the above theorems we need the following lemmas: 
Lemma 4.3.1. Let / be a nonzero cr-ideal of a 2-torsion free cr-prime ring R and d he 
a nonzero derivation on R which commutes with 'a '. If [x, R]Id{x) = (0) for all x e I, 
then R is commutative. 
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Proof. Let x e I. Since t = x - a{x) G / , then [t,r]Id{t) = (0) for all r in R. 
As t e Sa„{R), we get 
[t,r]Idit) = a{[t,r])Id{t) = (0) for all r E R. 
Which leads, in view of Lemma 4.2.1, to 
d{t) = 0 or [r, t] = 0 for all r E R. 
If d{t) = 0, then d{x) = c (^o-(x)) = o-(d(x)). Therefore, we find that 
(0) = [x,r]Id{x) = [x,r]I(T{d{x)) for all x G / , r G i? 
and hence d{x) = 0 or [r,x] = 0 for all r E R, hy Lemma 4.2.1. Consequently, either 
d{x) = 0 or X G Z{R). 
If [r,t] — 0 for all r e R, then t e Z{R) and therefore we have [x,r] = [a(x),r] for all 
r E R. Hence 
[x,r]Id{x) = (0) = a{[x,r])Id{x). 
Again using Lemma 4.2.1 we get d{x) = 0 or x G Z{R). In conclusion, for each 
x E I either d{x) = 0 or x G 2(i?). Let us consider d = {x G / | d{x) = 0} and 
G2 = {x e / I X G Z{R)}. It is clear that Gi and G2 are additive subgroups of / such 
that I = GiU G2. But a group can not be the union of two of it's proper subgroups 
and hence I = Gi or I = G2. If / = Gi, then d{x) = 0 for all x G / . For any s E R, 
replace x by xs we get d{xs) = 0, which impUes that d{x)s + xd{s) = 0 for all x E I, 
this further gives that xd{s) = 0 for all x G / and s G i? so that Id{s) — (0) for all 
s E R. In particular, we have 
(0) = \ld{s) - G{\)ld{s) for all s G i? 
and Lemma 4.2.1 gives rf = 0, a contradiction. Hence I = G2 so that / C Z{R). Let 
r,s E R and x E I, from rsx = rxs — srx we conclude that [r,s]/ = 0 and then 
[r, s]Il - [r, s]Ia{l) = (0) for all r,sER. 
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This yields, according to Lemma 4.2.1, that [r,s] = 0 for all r,se R and consequently, 
Ris a, commutative ring. 
Lemma 4.3.2. Let R be 2-torsion free cr-prime ring. Let / be a nonzero cr-ideal of R. 
If R admits a derivation d such that (f{I) = (0) and d commutes with 'a ' on R then 
d = 0. 
Proof. Suppose d ^ Q and let ro E R such that d{ro) ^ 0. For any x G / , we 
have d^(x) = 0. Replacing x by xy, we have 
d^{x)y + 2d{x)d{y) + xd'^{y) = Q for a l l x , y G / . 
The fact that d'^{I) = (0) together with char{R) ^ 2, gives d{x)d{y) — 0 for all x,y e I. 
So that d{x)d{I) = (0). In particular 
d{x)d{yro) = d{x)yd{ro) = 0 for all y 6 / 
and therefore d{x)Id{ro) = (0). As d commutes with 'a ', the fact that / is a cr-ideal 
gives a{d{x))Id{rQ) = (0). Consequently, we have 
dix)Id{ro) = a{dix))Id{ro) = (0). 
Which yields, in view of Lemma 4.2.1, that 
d{x) = 0 for all X el. (4.3.1) 
If we replace x by xro in (4.3.1), then we get xd{ro) = 0 for all a; E / in such a way 
that Id{ro) = (0). In particular lId{ro) = cr(l)/d(ro) = (0), so that d{ro) = 0, a 
contradiction. Consequently, d = 0. 
We are now in a position to give the proofs of Theorems 4.3.1 & 4.3.2: 
Proof of Theorem 4.3.1. By assumption, We have 
[dix),d{y)] = 0 for a.l\x,yel. (4.3.2) 
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Substituting xy for y in (4.3.2), we obtain 
d{x)[d{x),y\ + [d{x),x\d{xj) = {) for a l l r c , y € / . 
Now for any r e R, replacing y by yr in the above expression we find that 
d{x)y[d{x),r] + [d{x),x]yd{r) = 0 for all x,yeI,reR. (4.3.3) 
Replace r by d{z) in (4.3.3), to get 
[d{x), x]yd^{z) = 0 for all x,y,z G / , 
and hence [d{x),x]Id'^{z) = (0) for all x,z e I. As d commutes with 'a ' and / is a 
cr-ideal, then 
[dix),x]Id\z) = a{[d{x),x])Id'^{z) = (0). 
Applying Lemma 4.2.1, we get either d^{z) = 0 for all ^ e / or [d(x),x] = 0 for all 
X e I. If cP(z) = 0 for all z E I, then Lemma 4.4.2 assures d = 0, which is impossible. 
Now suppose that 
[d{x),x] = 0 for a l l x € 7 . (4.3.4) 
Linearizing (4.3.4), we get 
[d{x),y] + [diy),x] = 0{ov SLllx,yeI. (4.3.5) 
If we replace y by yx in (4.3.5) and then employ (4.3.5), we find that [y,x]d{x) = 0. 
Hence [x,y]d{x) = 0 for all x,y E I. For any r e R, again replace y by ry to get 
[x,r]yd{x) = 0 for all x,y E I, r € R and therefore 
[x,r]Id{x) = (0) for all x € / , re R. 
Applying Lemma 4.4.1 yields the required result. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3.2. By the hypothesis, we have 
d{[x,y]) = 0 for all x,y e I. 
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For any x,y,z e I, the condition that d{[x,y]z) = d{z[x,y]) yields that 
[x,y]d{z) = d{z)[x,y] for all x,y,z el. (4.3.6) 
Also, from the relation d{xy) = d(yx) for all x,y e I it follows that 
[d{x),y] = [d{y),x] for all x,y E I. 
In particular, [d{x'^),y] = [d{y),x'^], in such a way that 
d{x)[x,y] + [x,y]d{x) = 0 for all x,y E I. 
Since char{R) ^ 2, in view of (4.4.6), the above expression forces that 
[x,y](i(a;)=0 for a i l x , i / e / . (4.3.7) 
For any r in R, replace y by ry in (4.4.7), we obtain [x,r]yd{x) = 0 for all x,y E I. 
Hence [x, K\Id{x) — (0) for all x G / and according to Lemma 4.4.1, we conclude that 
R is commutative. 
The following results due to Oukhtite and Salhi [74] are motivated by the work of 
Posner [77] in which the commutativity of cr-prime ring has been discussed: 
Theorem 4.3.3. Let i? be a 2-torsion free cr-prime ring. Let d be a nonzero derivation 
of R and let J be a nonzero cr-ideal of R. If r G Sa„{R) satisfies [d(x),r] = 0 for all 
X G / , then r G Z{R). Furthermore if d{I) C Z{R), then R is commutative. 
Proof. By the assumption, we have 
[d{uv),r] = 0 for all u,v E I, r e R. 
This can be written as 
d{u)vr + ud{v)r - rd{u)v - rud{v) = 0 for all u,v E I. 
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Using [d{u),r] = {d{v),r] = 0, we obtain 
d{u)[v,r] + [u,r]d{v) = 0 for a\\u,vel. (4.3.8) 
Replacing v by vr in (4.3.8), we conclude that [u,r]vd{r) — 0, from which we conclude 
that [u,r]Id{r) — (0). The fact that / is a cr-ideal together with r e Sa„{R), gives 
a{[u,r])Id{r) = [u,r]Id{r) = iO). 
Applying Lemma 4.2.1, either d{r) = 0 or [u,r] = 0. If d{r) ^ 0, then [u,r] = 0 
for all u ^ I. Let t e R, from [tu, r] — 0, it follows that t[u, r] + [t, r]u = 0 for all 
u e / , r,t e R. This gives [t, r]u = 0. Let 0 7^  XQ in / , as 
[t,r]Rxo = [t,r]Ra{xo) = (0) for all t,r e R 
then by Lemma 4.2.1, we have that [t,r] = 0 for all t,r G R, which proves that 
r e Z{R). 
Now if J(r) = 0, then d([u, r]) = [d(u), r] + [u, d(r)] = [d(u), r] = 0. Consequently 
d([/,r]) = ( 0 ) f o r a l l r e i 2 . (4.3.9) 
Replace v by vw in (4.3.8), where w e I, we have 
d{u)v[w, r] + d{u)[v, r]w + [u, r]d{v)w + [u, r]vd{w) = 0 
and hence by using (4.3.8) we have 
d{u)v[w, r] + [u, r]vd{w) = 0 for all u,v,w E I, r e R. (4.3.10) 
Taking [w,r] instead of w in (4.3.10) and applying (4.3.9) we have 
d{u)v[[w,r],r] = 0 for all u,v,w 6 / . 
This implies that 
d{u)I[[w,r],r] = 0 = d{u)Ia{[w,r],r]) for all u,w el. 
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Whence d{I) = (0), or [[i(;,r],r] = 0 for all w in I hj Lemma 4.2.1. If d{I) = (0), then 
for any t in R, we get d{tu) = d{t)u + td{u) = d{t)u = 0 for all uxnl. Therefore 
d{t)RI = d{t)Ra{I) = (0) 
and as (0) ^ / , then d{t) ^ 0 for alH G i? in such a way that d = 0. Consequently 
[[u;,r],r] = 0 for all u; in / , r ^ R. (4.3.11) 
Replacing w by wu in (4.3.11) we obtain 
0 = [[K;M,r],r] = [Wjrjfw, r] + [w,r][M,r] 
for all u,wva.I in such a way that [w, r][u, r] = 0 for all u,w e I, because R is 2-torsion 
free. Hence 0 = [to,r][u,r] = [i,r]u;[M,r] for all u,w e I, r,t e R and consequently 
[t,r]I[u,r] = (0) for all urn I, r,t G R. 
Therefore 
[t,r\I[u,r] = [t,r]Ia{[u,r]) = (0) for all w in / , r,t G R. 
Once again using Lemma 4.2.1, we see that \t,r] = 0 or [u,r\ = 0. If [t,r] = 0, then 
r e Z{R). If [li, r] = 0 for all u e / , then for any t G R,we have 
0 = [tu, r] = t[ii, r] + [t, r]u — [t, r]u. 
Hence 
(0) = [t,r]I = [t,r]RI = [t,r]RaiI). 
Using Lemma 4.2.1, together with the fact that (0) 7^  / , we conclude that [t, r] = 0 for 
all r,t E R, which proves r e Z{R). 
Now suppose that d{I) C Z{R) and let r e R. Prom the first part of the theorem 
we conclude Sa„{R) C Z{R). Using the fact that 
r + a{r) and r - a(r) are elements oi Sa„{R), 
then we obtain 
r - a{r) G Z{R) and r + cr(r) € Z{R) 
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and hence, 2r G Z{R). Since R is 2-torsion free, then r G ^(i?), proving the commu-
tativity of R. 
Theorem 4.3.2. Let Rhe a. 2-torsion free cr-prime ring. Let dhe a, nonzero deriva-
tion of R and let a € Sa^R)- If d{[R,a]) = (0), then a e Z{R). In particular, if 
d{xy) — d{yx) = 0 for all x,y E R, then R is commutative. 
Proof. If d{a) = 0, from our hypothesis, we have for any r e R, 
0 = d{[r,a]) 
— d{ra — UT) 
— d{r)a — rd{a) — d{a)r — ad{r) 
— d{r)a — ad{r) 
= [d{r),a]. 
Therefore 
[d{r),a] = 0 for all r G i?. 
Applying Theorem 4.3.1, this yields a E Z{R), and the proof is then complete. 
Now, assume that d{a) ^ 0. For all r e R. 
0 = d{[ar,a]) 
= d{a[r,a] + [a,a]r) 
= d{a[r,a]) 
= d{a){r,a] +ad{[r,a]) 
and so, 
rf(a)[r,a] = 0 for a l l r G/?. (4.3.12) 
Taking rs, instead of r in (4.3.12), we obtain 
0 = d{a)[rs,a] 
= d{a)r[s, a] + d{a)[r, a]s for all r,s E R. 
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In view of (4.3.12), the last relation reduces to d{a)r[s,a] = 0 so that 
d{a)R[s,a] = (0) for ell s E R. 
Since a G Sa„{R), then 
(0) = d{a)R[s,a] = d{a)Ra{[s,a]) for all s E R 
and the a-primeness of R yields [s,a] = 0 , which proves a E Z{R). 
Now, assume that d{[x,y]) — 0 for all x,y E R. Applying the first part of our 
theorem, then we get Sa„{R) C Z{R). For r E R, the fact that 
r + a{r) and r - cr(r) are elements of Sa„{R), 
forces that 2r € Z{R). Since R is 2-torsion free, this yields r E Z{R), which proves 
that R is a, commutative ring. This completes the proof of our theorem. 
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